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Answers submitted by : 

J.W. Airan, 
M.Sc. ,Ph.D. 

Prof. of Biochemistry, 
and Principal. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Colleges do the kind of 'teaching' and have the sort 

of 'curriculum' which can be more easily underst0od 
in the Schools. Hence, c0nstant c0nferences and 
c0nsultations, even workshops, in which school 
teachers and college teachers (especially those who 
teach the first two years) can participate. 
'University' is far too remote to have any effect. 

4. (a} Rapid growth in the number of 'colleges' to 
secure personal and social development of 
our young people. 

(b) Cautious expansion of post-graduate depart
ments (which to me are the 1 universities' 
today) solely with a view to securing centres 
of 1 excellence' and 1 quality' and depending 
up0n the means available and the felt needs 
of the na tiC'n. 

5. Once the socially-oriented objectives of •colleges' 
are made clear, and the norms by which 1 standards' 
in the rapidly changing situations are defined, it 
will be. possible to know what an 1 adequate prepara
tion' is. If 'college' is considered as a prepara
tion f0r entrance to 1 university', colleges will be 
the places where, towards the end of toe college 
course, s0me of the students (and n0t all)· ca~ be 
adequately prepared; but never at the end of the 
Sec0ndary course. 

6. Selective admission to colleges : NO 
Selective admissi0ns to post-graduate c0urses : YES 
very rigidly so. 

7. National needs : Avoid duplication of efforts, 
especially in the organization of departments of 
Natural Sciences, where equipment and personnel 
are hard to get. All universities need not be of 
the same pattern. This can be easily understoC'd 
if universities, as they are constituted today, 
are looked upon as a fine conglomeration _of post-

~- graduate departments. ·All the universities need 
not have all the departments of basic sciences. 

8. Yes, for the purposes of development of a few post
graduate departments if they already have a 
sufficiently powerful nucleus for this purpose. 
Another c0ndition :.Such a college must have a 
powerful programm~ of under-graduate instruction • 
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The number cf such colleges be limited, lest the 
life cf the univ~rsities (as they are constituted 
under the various ACts) be impoverished by the 
'removal' of geed ccllE::"ges. All the geed colleges 
need net necessarily be made autcncmcus; and if 
they ar~ that, autcncmy shculd b~ restricted to 
certain departma~ts. 

9. Develc~m8rrt cf a 'part-time' ~~ 'correspondence' 
a;'orcach tc education be left tc private· agencies 
which can bci p~rmitted to function under a suitable 
control exercised by their own federation, and net 
by any university. 

11. Before the number of universities in this country 
was increased, most of the good colleges were 
t:Xpectai, and were able to carry out most cf the 
functicns of the 'teaching univcirsities', at least 
in a limited way. Once this function (I rE.fer to 
post-graduate work) was taken away from most of 
them, the starting cf a college became mere or 

12. 

15. 

less a matter cf money, a dcnor, and political 
push. This is where 'sub-standard' colleges came 
in, and unf'crtunately they enjoy the same blessings 
in that the students they 'train' get the degree 
from the same university as students from another 
but much better college. 

If colleges were to award the first degree, mush
room colleges will socn (not overnight) disappear. 

(a) 

(b) 

G~~erous admissions to the courses leading 
to· the First Degree. 

Ecncurs Degr.o.e shculd be open to these wrJ.C' 
pcssess the necessa~ talent and intellectual 
equipment. Admission to this course there
fore be open to these wr£ have either 
secured a r~gh grade at the first degree, 
or have, as disclosed by a formal test before 
complciting the First degree course, shown a 
high degree of attainment. 

An .Ecnours d""gree must be a reward fer 
excellence at any cost, and may therefore 
involve an ad,iitional year. 

Absence of clear objectives of college education. 
Absence of flexibility in the matter of curriculum 
to suit tho: urgiillt n.; .. ds of personal dev<:::lopm6D.t 
of otherwise active young p~ple. 

A larg; influx of yc1..mg, inexpericiUced t.;ach..;rs 
in colleg.:s. 
Pressur~politics at the universi~J lev.o.l, includ-
ing, sometim~s, tr~ appcintmarrts of university 
officials • 
.a.=:.sE.nse of .:;mdi.asis in cclh:ge t;:;aching en motiva-
tion-o reducing asp .::cts of education. 
Practically no prevision fer instruction which 
wculd lead tc the development cf inn..;r r.:;sistance 
i!l stud..;nts to that 'N'hich is nnsccial or immoral. 
Indecision in the matter of medi~ of instruction 
at t~e collese level. • •• 3/ 
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17. Make all post-graduate courses researc-oriented, 
definitely those in Natural Sciences. The U.G.C.'s 
policy of insistence on M.Sc. by papers shopld come 
under review. University requirements be reviewed 
to provide for research degrees in inter-related 
fields. 

18. Only research workers be recruited to the 'Univer
sity' i.e. Post-graduate Staff. All teaching at 
this level be research-oriented. Colleges should ' 
be encouraged to build up, in selected subjects, 
'balanced departments•, i.e. having teachers who 
can excel in teaching, and others, who may not be 
effective 'teachers', but are active researchers. 

19. Such provision be made within the individual 
colleges that there can be a 'follow-up'. But an 
effective orientation·is needed. 

21. Grading rather than giving marks, as is done at 
present. A qualifying examination may be one of 
the considerations for admission to a higher stage 
of education or for service. It should not be 
the sole criterion. 

22. Provision be made for adequate representation on the 
UGC for college representation. 
Can its offices be moved to a more central place, 
like, say Nagpur ? 

24. The Chancellor should not function as Head of 
Government, but as an individual who is certain of 
his own standing in the field of education. 

27. Yes. such a University should be so situated that 
a number of universities in that State can have an 
easy access to it. None 0f the existing universities 
should be converted into a Central University, but 
new ones be set up in the manner in which Britain 
set up recently its seven new universities. 



1,<J'ilson College, 
Bombay 7. 

Questionnaire issJJed by: the Commi g:::i on on Education 

Ans1t1ers submitted by: Mrs. E. Kurien, M.A. 
Professor and Head of the 
Department of English. 

============================================================== 

"i. 

General I!.-. 

Yes, standards have been deteriorating. 
Causes:-

(1) Education has come to mean the acquiring 
of a degree 

(2) Corruption and nepotism have made young 
people cynical - they know that what ultimately counts 
when it comes to getting a job, is not real personal 
worth or scholarship, but influence ( ,!lire-pulling) 
wealth, high connections etc. Hence students' 
indifference to knowledge; 

(3§a.Jn examination system which permlts large 
numbers of ill-equipPed students to pass every year -
(because a pre-determined minimum of Passes is insisted 
upon), (b) the nature of question papers to some extent
testing memory power rather than ability to cordinate and 
relate facts, to evaluate, etc •• 

(4) The pr~sence ip the class rooms of large 
numbers of students with a very inadequate 
knowledqe ·of English -when the medium of instruction 
continues to be English. 

(~) The unplanned establishing of schools and 
colleges resulting in ill-equipped teachers being 
employed. 

7. This definition is too narrow and dangerous 
( '"'itness, Nazi Germsny, Totalitarian States). Aims of 
education should be larger and higher. The pursuit 
of excellence, "the making of good men" - nothing less 
than this should be the aim of education; to develop 
to the fullest the potentialities in man. Education 
aimed at the "total" or "whole" m?n should attempt to 
train body, mind and spirit. Education should produce 
moral, intellectual, social and occupational 
(professional) excellence. To make a good thinker 
(trained to use his mind efficiently); to make a good 
worker(trained to do his best whatever the skill he has 
achieved); to mAke a man good to "live with" .and 
work with (with the right attitudes and relr-tionships to 
other human beings) - (This view which I uphold very 
strongly is expressed by M.L.Jacks, Director of the 
DepC~rtment of Education, Oxford Univer~ity, "The 
Educating of Good Men".) 

contd .2. 
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If something as large end permP.nent as this is our 
national educational aim cherished ideals of Democracy 
and industrial and technicBl progress will be t~n 
care of in the process of achieving these larger ends. 
Education is not merely a means to en immediate end. 

Hi ghe.r Edncat1 on III 

"· Causes: 

(1) Social pressures - the minimum qualification 
for most jobs is a university degree. 

(2) A degree hF'lS become a status-svmbol (for 
marriage, for general sociAl acceptance etc.) 

(3) ~n in8dequate number of technicAl and 
other courses of study 

(4) Certain kinds of jobs also have become 
status-symbols)l"ledicine,Engineering, Law etc.) 
and a university educAtion is necessary to enable one to 
get special training for these jobs. 

~euur.es: Separate streams from the high school 
stage onwards - for academic and non-academic studies, 
bAsed on aptitudes, motivation and ability, so that large 
numbers who now come to the university and are not fit 
for academic pursuits can be absorbed into these other 
courses and fulfil themselves there. Also some gu~rantee 
of employm8nt for these in expanding industries would 
go a long way towards encouraging the non-academic minded 
to turn to these courses of study. 

6. Yes,·selective and restricted. Without 
selecting Bnd rEstricting of numbers there will be 
no progress in Education. 

10. I agree entirely with this view. Suggestions:-
(!) Raise the age of admission to college(l7 +). 

Since only a coordinated scheme of reforms (Hi~her, 
Secondary, Primery stP.ges) will effectively overhaul 
our entire system, raise the age of admission to schools 
also (6 +) (2) Make admission much more selective and 
restricted. Everybody hBs a right to education - but 
not of the same kind or on the same level. (3) More broad
Eased course in 1st and 2nd years ( ft General Education 
course). (4) The Examination system at all levels 
should be changed so that the capacity to think is tested 
and not just factual knowledge; (s) Progress at each 
stage (at least month by month) to be satisfactory. 
This can be checked throu~h assignments etc. but only 
restricted admissions will make any of these possible. 

If it is argued that everybody has a right to a university 
education,· it must be pointed out that everybody 
has an obligation to equip himself for it. 

12. Yes, on the basis of talent alone. The course 
should be more challenging and demanding than pass
courses, not merely in term of books to be studied and 
the number of pRpers to be done, but in terms of the 
level of study also. It need not be of longer duration -
unless e.g. a 3-yeqr honours course is made equivalent 
to the M.A. degree. 

1'). Social changes largely : (1) Lack of discipline, 
or indiscipline in homes rcsultin~ from a change in the 
traditional attitudes and exnressions of respect towards 
parents,elders,tePchers and towards 8Uthority in general. 

contd.3. 
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(2) False ideas concerning the implications of 
democracy Bnd Freedom ( 11 I am as good as anybody else" 
or 11 India is 8 free country - I can ao what I like" Etc.) 
(3) General social climete in the country - indiscipline, 
corruption- lawlesness. (4) The fact that many cannot 
follow lectures in English and this leads to indifference 
Pnd misbeh~viour. (~) Many times poor end uninteresting 
teaching - and teachers who come into teeching with 
wrong motivations. (e) The leek of a sense of purpose 
and direction among many who come to college (quite 
mecha.nically, from school to college as the next natural 
stege) without personal eims or ambition - end hence, 
indifference to what is taught; (7) Lack of interest in 
knowledge as sometfiing worth acquiring for its own sake 
(the ~ttitude of soci(';ty Blso to knowledge); (7) The 
presence in the colleges of le.rge numbers who feel 
frestr8ted and rebellions becC\use academic studies are not 
reBlly in their line; (8) Large numbers in the class- -
room making any worthwhile and close rel~tionship betwe~n 
teacher 8nd student impossible - so teachers 8nd students 
meet as strangers more or less. 

20. A short period of training should be useful -
(a) in the lecture method (b) the tutorial method (c) the 
semin~r method. ' 

This could include a course of lectures on the 
tPeoretical aspects of these and also Demonstration lessons 
followed by questions, suggestions etc. 

21. Our question-paper patterns should be re-
examined and changed to give more emphasis to evaluation, 
personal judgement and individual response etc. and 
less emphasis should be given to memory testing. (The 

_discussion of statements,marshalling of arguments for 
and against, the shaping of the answer, the diving 
to'>Jards a conclusion, the selecting of relevant facts 
etc. should carry more marks). 

No false sympathy should make the university 
insist on or expect a pre-determined percentage of 
passes at an examination.· 

Methods of assessment should be re-examined •. 
the 

19. (1) To attract the best talents, make~teeching 
profession attractive socially, by making it attractive 
financielly. 

(2) Encour~ge better minds at Int.Sc. e.g. to ro 
into rEsearch (B.Sc.,M.Rc.) through attractive stipends 
and scholarships, so that some of the best minds can be 
ploughed back into teaching. 

(3) Some areas or states might have more 
potential teachers th~n they can obsorb· while others 
suffer from a scarcity of these; hence make inter
state movement of~teachers possible (language of 
instruction important factor) 



'.-Jilson College, 
Bombay 7. 

Q.ue.aticmnai :r:e. iss ned b.jl the C..ommi ssian an tilduc.ati on 

Answers submitted by: Mi~s J.P.Mullaferoze,M.A. 
Professor of English. 

============================================================= 
&.ene:r:al 

3. How would you reconcile the conflicting 
demands of quality and quantity in Indi~n education at 
different stages and sectors? What attemnts were made 
from this point of view in the last 18 years, and how 
should they be modified in future? 

Ans. Answer with reference tot he first part of the 
question. After 11 High School11 there could be 2-vear 
"Junior" Colleges of the tvpe found in the U.s .A., 
providing a more li~eral educ~tion and giving students 
the opportunity to as~ess their inclination and talents 
for a 4-year degree course that would follow later, 
admission to which could be made both restrictive 8nd 
selective, otherwise students may go in for non-academic 
training. 

~. There has been a very common criticism that 
standards inindian education have been deteriorating. 
Do you agree with this view? If so, what, tn your 
opinion are the causes of such deterioration. 

Ans. (1tfi th reference to College education). 
(a) The idea of'"democracy in education" 

as implying that even ttose not fit for further ac~demic 
training have a right to enter and choke the field. 

(b) Lack of vocational guidPnce at the school 
leaving level. 

(c) Prestige value ,,rrongly attached to certain 
courses causing a jemming o pof certain fields e. 0'. 

in Science. 

(d) The examination system that 18YS too 
much emphasis on factual information and too little 
on analytical understanding of the subject. 

(e) Lack of library facilities: e.g. (i) poorly 
stocked libraries with reference to both the number 
of copies of standard reference books and to the up-to
date buying and maintenance of fresh books; (ii) 
dearth of current' literature in the form of good 
foreign magazines and newspapers and newspaner 
supplement. 

(f) Lack of good groundin~ and wide 
disparity in the background training and information 
given in different schools. 

(g) Changing Government policy with regard to 
the medium of instruction etc. at school level thus 
resulting in a lop-sided and not broadly based syllabus. 

(h) rearth of good teachers at school level . 
and difficulty in recruiting good staff at the College •••• 

contd.2. 
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level - due to (i) poor salaries (iii poor wbrking 
conditions (iii) very little incentive and encouragement 
and leisure from routine work for creative and 
intellectual advancement • 

.!Ju ... t_!.I of tha QI'estionnai re. Dligber Educ.ati.onl 

1. \N"bat role can the universities play in 
improving education at the school stage. 

Ans. Prescribe definite ~tanderds of requirement 
for entrance to specific courses, not only in the 
subjects of possible specialization but also in the 
language to be ased as medium of instruction. 

4. 11iThat principles should guide the future 
expansion of higher education? 

Ans. (a) Te?ch students to realize the 
responsibilities of democratic.citizenship:- social 
purposefulness, discipline, integration 

(b) Develop their critical ability to 
enable to form unbiased judgments on controversial issues. 

(c) Foster a sense of creativity where 
latent. 

(d) Make them aware of the 11 explosion11 of 
knowledge on all fronts - which makes narrow specialization 
futile -

(e) Inculcate a sense of values, and produce 
a 11 liberalising•• effect on the mind so that they 
become aware of and resnect knowled~e in fields other 
than of their interest. 

(f)· Cultivate a spirit of inquiry and analytic 
thinking, end the scientific attitude. 

6. 11 •• o o what Practical measures would you 
recommend to enforce a policy of selective and restricted 
admissions to the Universities? 

Ans. (.a) A separate university entrance ex~mination 
for the different courses according to requirements 
(Arts, Science, Lommerce, Architeciure,etc.) for which 
all those students who have nassed the s.s.c. examination, 
are eligible. 

(b) Aptitude Tests alo~side with the University 
examination. 

9. 11 How can we develop a programme of part-time 
education, correspondence courses ,etc ••.• 11 

Ans. (a) The curriculum to be imaginatively set 
by specialists in the different fields. 

(b) Periodic examinations (apnroximating 
roughly to a term 1 s \'Tork) to be held at different centres. 

(c) Cyclostyled lectur~-series by specialists, 
along with questions 111hich involve, in their answering 
both~information ?nd analytic thinking to show an 
understandinl!, of the subject. 

contdo3. 
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(d) ·A comprehensive Bibliography 

(e) Library facilities by way of bvth books and 
reading room to work in after off~ce-hours. (Students should 
be able to take home with them, for short periods, 
reference books that they might use as text books, because 
not all students can afford to buy standar.d bvoks. 

(f) Fncilities for loaning books from a 
common pool on either a rental er a "hire-purch:ose" 
basis. 

(g) A series of regular assignments to 
evaluate progress and to see that there is no lop
sided studying only at the time of examinations. 
(This could mean th8t the next part of a course is 
not sent until the student has satisfactorily worked 
his assignment on the previous one). 

10. "Programme to raise the standards of our 
first degree leve~' 

(a) Emphasis on broad, basic principles 
underlying a subject rather than on factual detailed 
information. 

(b) Discourage learning by rote by inaacating 
the scientific attitude, through relating theoretical 
fundamentals with current Practical trends where 
possible (e.g. economic theory through current situations 
illustrating them). 

(c) Information plus reasoning should be 
the guiding principle and requirement even at the 
examination stage. 

(d0 Fewer lectures and more seminars, 
discussions, group projects and individual assignment 
to make each student an active participant in the study 
of his subjects. 

(e) At the B.A.,B.Sc. level a brief thesis 
·to show some trend towards independent thinking. Thi! 
thesis should be counted along with assessment of 
answer Papers. 

12. Admission to Honours courses should certainly 
be restricted to enable a better student-teacher ratio 
And relationship to exist, and to see that every student 

.gets individual attention and participates in the work 
done by the group. This would reduce the rush un 
certain subjects. · 

13. "Improvement in facilities, teaching metb<Dds 
and conBitions of work". 

Ans. 
if more 
books 

F:_aciliti~s 
(a) Libraries: (i) easier borrowing of books, 

copies are available (ii) up-to-d::>te reference 

(b) Reading rooms 

(c) Day hostels 

Ieacbjng me.thc.d.s.= 

~ for students with no 
I facilities or educational 
I background in the home. 

(a) Le~s of lecturing and more of discussion 

(b) More Seminars. 
contd.4. 
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Cc) Regular written assignment work 

(d) Group pr~jects 

(e) Running a wall paper to encourage 
contributions and develop creativity. 

Condit~ ,.,orJi: 

(a) Extra.curricular activities to produce an 
atmosphere of community life - e.g. debates, dramatics, 
play - readings - to encourage a more ima·ginative 
approach to different subjects. 

(b) Experts in the field or creative writers 
to give talks, to make the subject come alive 

of a 
give 

(c) V!sits to places where the practical work 
theoretical subject of study is being. done - to 
students a better understanding of their subject. 

(d) Emphasis on regular assignment work 
rather than on mere compulsory attendance at lfctures. 

18. "Teaching. and :-c.e.search - baJanca the c.laims" 

Research need not mean periodicRl publication 
of papers or articles but in a broader sense it should 
mean the teacher's own deeper advancement in his subject, 
and his "aliveness" to new developments otherwise 
teaching would suffer. · 

Good te8ching must necessarily involve some 
research. Research proper may not be possible for all 
because they.may not h~ve the aptitude or they may not 
have the leisure to continue it. 

Teaching and research must therefore go to
gether. Perhaps the departments may be "balanced" 
some teachers with greater emphasis on research, 
others on teaching, especially at the pre-intermediate 
level. 

19. What mE-asures should be taken to ensure the 
recruitment, retension Pnd continued improvement of 
competent teaching and researc~ staff in the Universities? 

Ans. Recruitment: Selecting good potential is 
aifficult because of dearth of applicants. This could 
be rectified and better people attracted if the 
following were done: 

(a) Give proper social status and remuneration 
at least on par with, if not industry, other services 
requiring similar qualificatio~s. Also provide 
amenities like medical relief, pension, etc. P.nd 
residential accommodation where possible. 

(b) Better working conditions: This would 
mean (i) leisure to pursue research or creative work 
(ii) less pressure of routine work (less no. of lectures 
and extra-curricular responsibility) to provide time 
for mutual intellectual contact through meeting 
informally in the staff room, to stimulate inter
disciplinary intellectual contact• (iii) Freedom (with 
limits) to experiment in new tepching methods. 

con td. c;. 
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Jie.t.epsiOO f'DQ ,CQDj;in)Jed imprO"\leiDept 

(a) Encourage and reward merit 

(b) Encourage interest in keeping the 
library up-to-d~te 

(c) Provide contact with outstanding workers 
in the field through: (i) academic conferences and 
(ii) talks by experts . 

(d) Refresher courses and summer schools 

(e) Visiting profes~orship - for inter
University contact. 



Wilson College, 
Bombay 7. 

Questi onnatre-is.sued by tte Commi sed on on Edncati on 

Answers submitted by: Mrs. N. Pillai, M.A.(Cantab) 
Lecturer in En~lish. 

============================================================= 

6. (1) The problem of falling standards of educ?tion 
at Ir.dian Universities is closely related to the present 
policy of uncritical admission to the universities. 
At present Indian universities offer academic disciplines 
only. 

(2) It will not be possible to implement 
selective admission, unless alternative courses of 
study are offered to the mass of students who clamour 
for university educAtion. 

(3) A suggestion : to encourar.e and to 
deve~op the prestige of pass courses, thus restricting 
the honours courses to those who have the requisite 
intellectu~l ability (Certain colleges examined by 
the U.G.C. might be declared competent for pass 
courses only. 

(4) If Technological and not strictly academic 
subjects were to be offered, with a dpl~ma (or a 
degree) in view, eith~r at established colleges, 
special "Junior" collPges or Polytechnics Ces they are 
know.n, sometimes in the U.K.), it would prove more 
practicable to apply selective principles of admission to 
the more academic disciplines. 

7. (1) It should be recognised that in India 
the right to university education is taken for granted, 
and tfiat economic pressures tend to mPke a degree the 
coveted objective. 

(2) If new universities are to be established, 
they should. be based on a broad, less academic pattern of 
education. 

(3) Distinctions should be made between 
academic rnd non-academic subjects, and institutions 
that offer purely academic disciplines and. those that 
permit a wide range of courses such as domestic science, 
~arpentry, radio-engineering. 

(4) The pattern of general education offered at 
some of the larger State Universities in the U.S.A. 
might suggest an acceptable model. 

(~) A gr<:ater variety in subjects, l'lnd a fresh 
re-grouping of allied subjects, to attract in~elligence 
and initiative, if not intellectual ability. 

(6) If athletics, crafts, photography etc. 
were included within a wide scheme of university 
education, there would be an easing of demands made on 
purely academic courses of study. 

contd.2. 
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10. Yes. 

(1) One of the factors responsible for the 
lowering of standards at both levels of degree 
examinations in India, is the depend~nce on text-books, 
and factual information. 

(2) The average student in an advanced 
country, is made to depend on his own powers of 
assessment end ability to integrP.te knowledge, at the 
level of university studies. 

(3) Methods of teaching at the school stAge 
should provide some degree of preparation, for the 

· st•·dent to turn from passive receptivity to alert enquiry. 

(4) Lectures should not assume the importance 
they now possess, in a course of university studies. 



Wilson College, 
Bombay 7. 

guestionnaire issued by the Commission on Education 

Answers submitted by : 
Subhash Jain, 

M.A. 
Professor of English 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Q.21 Evaluation techniques and 

the present examination systems 

Evaluation is a part of the teaching and learning 
process. The student has a part in the appraisal which 
should be done in terms of goals which to him are desirable 
definite, under~tandable, and attainable. ' 

We must try to measure certain more significant 
things than the student's knowledge of certain items of 
information. We must try to get data which bear on the 
more intangible outcomes of the educative process. We 
must try to find out how well the student understands what 
he has learned and how long he retains it. We should 
emphasize understanding, appreciation, capacity to infer, 
and growth in social behaviour. 

Evaluation is a continuous process. We should seek 
to evaluate what the stud~nts do in terms of goals con
sciously arrived at, appropriate to their abilities and 
interests. Evaluation has no real meaning apart from a 
set of objectives we are trying to achieve. It must con
cern itself with studying changes in students over the 
period of school and college years with the basic motive -
the improvement of opportunities to grow and learn. 

To evaluate means to place a value on something. 
We make judgments about the development and learning of 
the students. The student's role in evaluative activity 
can be manifold : One of these is individual's responsi
bility for evaluating his own progress. Another is his 
cooperation in the group's evaluation of its own work. 
It is a sound principle of mental hygiene to help students 
gain a realistic view of their own abilities and the use 
to which they are put. The teacher's role need not be 
confined to answering the question : What am I as a 
teacher trying to help these stud~nts achieve ? He must 
coll~ct and organize data from tests cf various kinds, 
observational records, journals, sociometric studies, 
and individual interviews. He must appraise both 
individual and group progress. In evaluative practice 
the central purpose should be diagnostic first and 
R!£gnostic later. 

The protagonist of the present education system 
is the final examination. It dominates the students' 
minds all throughout the university year and has devasta
ting and disastrous effects on teaching and teaching 
methods. Very often a particular college gains reputa
tion if a large number of its students passes t.he 
University examinations. 

This has resulted in more importance being given 
to memorisation, or learning, by rote. A student can 
remain fairly irregular in studies throughout the 
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academic year. He wakes up toward the end of the Uni
versity year, commits to memory a few answers, reproduces 
~hem in his answer book, and can still have a good score 
1n the examination. It is needless for him to retain 
what he has learned by rote after the examinations. At 
best, we have succeeded in producing a good parrot. 

The presence and availability of cheap guide 
books and eleventh-hour-success pamphlets are a sad 
commentary on our examination system. The student 
fraternity all over India .certainly makes recurrent use 
of these and the solution lies in evolving better evalua
tion techniques to fight the menace of these trite guide 
books. , 

We ought to go bey0nd standardized tests and essay 
examinations in appraisal and we ought to become aware of 
the inadequacies and weaknesses in traditional marking · 
systems. The essay type of test involves too much writing 
and not enough thinking. The sampling of achievement which 
it makes is so limited that the student's knowledge in the 
area is not measured accurately. The scores are not 
sufficiently objective to make for high reliability. 
'Misuse of tests can have a positively bad effect on 
learning.' When, instead of being only one part of the 
process of evaluation, tests are used as the sole criterion. 
they tend.to encourage cramming of facts rather than a · 
broad understanding of basic principles. When a student's 
term marks depend largely on his performance at formal 
examinations, there is at once a premium placed on dis
honesty. The·marking of examinations, particularly the 
essay type, uses undue amounts of the teacher's ti~e and 
energy. 

Short answer tests overc0me some of the difficulties 
essay test. These employ the newer procedures such as 
matching, multiple response, rearrangement, computation, 
identification, correction of errors, deduction of conclu
sions from given data, true-false, and completion. 

Tests may be understood as survet' a rough measuring 
device revealing what a student does wi h reference to 
norms on rather large unit skills. They should be diagno
stic showing the nature and character of a stud~nt's weak
nesses. They should also be instructional and slhould have 
the main purpose of teaching students some specific 
items. "In the process of appraisal the chief value of 
a test, aside from instructional purposes, is ·in the 
diagnosis of a student's work to discover the errors made 
and the difficulties encountered." A study of test 
results should reveal typical errors and should suggest 
what teaching needs to be done and which of the students 
can profit by special assistance. 

we must therefore evolve some system by which the 
student's day to day and week to week work is assessed. 
The syllabus in a particular subject should be convenient
ly divided into credit units and through laboratory work, 
journals, weekly, guizes, papers, seminars, the progress 
of the stcifent should be E,raphed. This will secure 
regularity in attendance and work •. such work which is 
periodically assessed should gain for the student more 
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than half the year's credit. That is to say, day-to-day 
w0rk should have abcut sixty percent of the final formal 
.examination credit. 

There are a few risks involved in doing this : In 
the long run he might concern himself with bits of credit 
units and lose overall perspective. However, the formal 
examination should concern itself mainly with giving the 
student an overall perspective of the subject or disci
pline and should count for forty percent of the total 
credit make-up 0f the student's evaluation. It might 
lead, in few cases, to pers0nal favoritism. With the 
supervisi0n of the Chairman of the Department and the 
Principal of the College, the risk of a particular teacher 
indulging in personal favoritism can be eliminated. 

Measurement is a part of evaluation, not the whole 
story. Measurement should furnish important data for 
making judgments about the worth of an instructional 
programme. These judgments should be made with respect 
to the aims and objectives of the programme and in terms 
of information collected from a variety of sources, 
including measurement. 
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========================================================== 
Q. There has been a very common criticism that 
standBrds in Indian education have been deteriorating. 
Do you agree with this view? If so, what in your opinion 
are the causes of such deterioration? 

It is very obvious that standards in Indian 
Education in the Past few years have been deteriorating. 
Some of t~e causes for this are:-

1) The medium of University Education does not 
get a nroper foundation in school 

2) Overcrowding in colleges - admitting students 
without any selection test~ 

3) Un-systematic teaching by University Staff, 
who have had no training and have taken to the profession 
due to the want of a better one. 

\ 

Q. How can education be utilized to develon 
national emotional integration? 

University education should be on an all.;.India 
basis with English and Hindi as the optional media. 

Q. It nas been suggested that some programme of 
orientation of training is essential for ~unior teachers of 
universities.· Do you agree with ttis vieW· If so, what 
particular programme would you recommend. 

A training for junior teachers of universities is 
essential - The training should include a number of study 
subjects like: 

1) Educational psycrology 
2) Iv1etrods of teaching 
3) Class control and 
4) Voice production. 

Q. It has been suggested that admissions to 
universities should be selective.• Do you agree with this 
view? 1Nhat particular measures would you recommend to 
enforce a policy of selective and restricted admission to 
the universities? 

A selection is very essential and would be best 
if done at the school level - This however, I am aware, 
involves many difficultmes and hence for the time being 
the selection should be done before the student gains 
admis~i;n to the College. There .should be an admission 
test ponducted by colleges based along the lines set 
by the university. 
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I. s:reneral Questic-nnaire 

A. Evalu~tic-n o~ Past Exnerience : 

Q.~ Achievements and failures of educational developments in 
post-independence India : 

(a) Spread o~ literacy amc-ng the masses. 

(b) Though inadequate, some provision has been made for 
giving technical training to deserving students. 

(c) A general sense of frustration that has spread 
among the more intelligent students. 

(d) A widespread toning down of the standard of education 
at all levels, resulting in "cheap" degrees and a 
mass of inefficient, unemployed or frustrated degree
hclders. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

The Lessons of the Past : 

It doesntt always pay to sacrifice quality for the 
sake of quantity. 

Equality o~ opnortunity for the equals may mean 
democracy; but yielding to sheer pressure of the 
masses is likely to end in mere mobocracy. 

Even the best of schemes can yield but disappointing 
results if acceptance of a fresh approach on the 
part of the teachers and the desire to learn (rather 
than know and pass) on the part of the students do 
not ccmbine. 

Educatic-nal reforms should be implemented after 
careful consideration on the following points : 

( 1) National demands 

(11) International standards 

(iii) General calibre, aptitude and reactions of 
the students who are likely to fall under 
that scheme 

( iv) Contemporary teachers trained according to 
older methods and therefc-re finding it 
difficult to switch over to newer situations 
and methods at short notice. 
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Q.5 Yes; there is reason to complain that there has been a 
deterioration of standards. 

Reasons : 

(a) Blind application of a un~form standard to a 
heterogene0us student population. 

(b) Frustration among intelligent students, false 
complaisance among the less deserving students, 
and disappointment for the teacher who faces 
indifference and apathy in the class and cannot 
please either of the two categories of students. 

(c) Outdated syllabi and a tendency to compromise 
while eocamining papers. . 

(d) An obvi<'us lack of coordination between primary 
and secondary stage and secondary and higher 
education stage. 

(e) Lack of incentive for the teachers- both material 
and psychological. 

Q.16 Yes; two national standards of attainment will go a long 
way in improving the standards. Among other things, the 
following should be taken care of : 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Students, and especially their guardians, should 
be made to understand that the choice of the career 
for the ward should be made during the last two/one 
year/s at school level. The syllabi for different 
occupqtional studies should be so adjusted as would 
prepare the student for his prospective vocation 
(partly at least) by the time he leaves the School. 

A combined committee of school and college teachers 
for different subjects should compare notes from 
time to time on the point of the efficacy of the 
prescribed courses supposed to be preparatory for 
University education. 

Group pressures should not be allowed to dominate 
the educational scene in vital matters such as 
admissions, tests, courses to be presc~ibed. As 
far as possible, educational institutions should 
refuse to compromise in matters of academic 
excellence. 

Syllabi should be under constant review in the 
changing contexts and there should be no fear in 
implementing radical changes in the prescription 
of text books and courses or in the setting of 
examination papers. Inter-school, Inter-University 
and Inter-state comparisons aiming at raising the 
standards rather than diluting courses could be 
helpful. 

III. Questionnaire on Higher Education : 

Q.5. (I) Causes leading to pressure on admissions : 

(a) Lack of alternative occupation. 
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(b) A marked indecisive attitude to one's goals 
on the part of the guardians and their 
wards. 

(c) A refusal to accept that everybody is not 
fit for college education, 

(d) False notions such as regarding college 
education as a prestige point prevalent in 
a large sector of society, especially in 
urban areas. 

(e) Undesirable confidence in such factors as : 
(i) dilution of courses to suit a mass 
production of graduates, (ii) authorities 
fearing mass demonstrations etc., and 
yielding to sheer pressure of numbers. 

(f) "Neither the school teacher nor the college 
teacher has a voice in prescribing admission 
policy. 

II. Recommendations : 

(a) Let the students/guardians be clear about 
the future prospects of the students. 

(b) Provide alternative employment/educational 
outlets for various calibres~ 

(c) Democratize within limits but no acceptance 
of mobocracy. 

(d) Give teachers a definite say in prescribing 
(i) admission policy (ii) examination methods 
and (iii) prescribing courses. 

Q.13 Teaching methods and conditi<;ms of 'o~ork :' 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Keep more room for ne"' approach. 

Some of the old meth~ds deserve to be preserved. 

Acceptance of the fact that ultimately one uniform 
method is not effective for successive groups of 
students. 

Arrangements should be made to keep the te.achers 
as close to the colleges as can be. A lot of 
energy is \<Tasted in larger cities in coming and 
going and it affects teaching. 

An annual allowance towards the purchase of bcoks 
(standard works) and periodicals to each teacher 
for his personal library would be encouraging 
reading habit, and scholarship. Also, raise the 
social status of the teacher. 

Q.14 Measures to fight was~age_2nd stagnation : 

(a) Avoid repet::.ticn of' 11 infCtrmation" while prescribing 
courses, so as to leave more rCtom for knowledge 
and ins~.ght. 
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(b) A.veid frustratien and defeatism at two levels by 
prescribing challenging material for the ~etter 
students and simpler ceurses fer the mediecre enes. 
Beth the grcups will benefit. Actuallv, over
simplification is net welcome even by a dull 
student as it creates two psychelcgical problems: 

(i) a false sense of confidence and complaisance 

(ii) a feeling that ene is under-rated. 

(c) The teacher sheuld have enough leisure, means and 
incentive to be exposed to newer frontiers of 
knewledge and teaching methods. 

~.~5 Student indiscipline : 

Causes : 

(~) Wreng notions about freedem and rights under a 
demecracy. 

(2) Compulsion as far as p~vsical attendance in a 
class is concerned. 

(3) Past experience where violence has made reason and 
principles (even academic values) surrender. 

(4) Unacademic-minded students forced to join colleges 
by the guardians. 

(5) Lack of clear-cut objectives in guiding the students 
and encouraging them to pursue activities •. 

(6) Concern with examination rather than knowledge 
and learning. 

Remedies : 

(~) Veluntary attendance. 

(2) Refusal tc sacrifice academic values to any 
pressure. 

( 3) 

( 4) 

( 5) 

Create a social consciousness and proper opportu
nities for alternative activities fer leisure 
class students not desirous of pursuing studies. 

No standardized apprcach to a variegated group 
of students. 

Fewer students in a class - to be sorted out 
broadly on their intellectual level or at least 
their grasping capacity. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------
Q.7 National System of Etlucation : 

It has been suggested that the national system of 
education is one which enables a country to achieve its 
goals and meet its challenges. From this point of view, 
what are the cherished national goals which we have kept 
in view or the challenges that face us at present. How 
should the present educational system be reconstructed to 
help us to realise these goals to meet these challenges ? 

A University has been defined as 11 an association 
of persons engaged in the search for truth for the sake 
of its intrinsic values." However, a University is itself 
the product of a particular social set-up, and therefore 
cannot stand outside it, oblivious of its needs and 
aspirations, its goals and problems. Apart from the 
gigantic challenges of economic development, of political 
stability coupled with liberty, which a new nation must' 
inevitably face, to-day in India,. we ·are facing a crisis 
of values - social, cultural and spiritual. Our social 
institutions and customs are fast breaking up, perhaps 
because they are inconsistent with the changing needs 
and conditions of our society, or perhaps, because they 
have outlived-their usefulness and cannot be revitalised 
from within. Culturally, we are all aware or, and feel 
the impact of Modernisation. At the same time we are 
still confused as to the place of ancient Indian culture 
in our pattern of life to-day. We have not yet achi.eved 
a working synthesis of the two and our attitude to both 
is at best vague and ambiguous. This naturally leads to 
the spiritual crisis of •rootlessness' which is so'wide
spread and is characteristic not only of our students but 
of our society as a whole. 

ir we are to think of reconstructing our present 
educational system, then we must give primary importance 
to providing special expertise in particular professional 
and technical fields. This is important if we are to 
fulfil the economic, political and administrative goals 
of a developing country. However, in addition to their 
special knowledge and skills, these experts must, as a 
result of their university education, possess certain 
qualities and attitudes. 11 If the teaching of technical 
subjects is linked up with life and throws light on some 
of its basic problems, if it brings out their broader 
social and economic implications, and cuts across narrow 
frontiers, they can become agencies for providing a type 
of education which has a liberalising effect on the mind" 
(K.G. sayidain). Perhaps a reconstruction can be under
taken along the lines suggested by Dr. J.W. Airan in 
connection with a 'Multiversity' in the notes on "Problems 
of Higher Education" submitted to the Task Force. 
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Q .5. HIGHER EDUCATION.. :. 

There is at present a severe pressure of inadequately 
prepared students trying to obtain admission to the 
universities. What are the causes of this pressure and 
what measures would you recommend to respond to this 
pressure ? 

The continual increase in the numbers of those who 
desire higher education is perhaps due to the wish or the 
parents to give better education to their children than 
what they- themselves have had. It may also be attributed 
t~ a tendency to lock upon higher education as an instru
ment fo~ upward mobility in society or as the onlt means 
fo~ earning a livelihood. Admissions must be res ricted 
but not in any- irrational~ haphazard manner. It is 
certainly a wastage to provide higher education for 
students who lack eithe~ the capacity or the willingness 
to profit by it. The problem of large numbers, however, 
will continue, to haunt our educational system in the 
years to come. Therefore, besides restriction on 
ruimissions~ we should have a reasonable teacher-student 
ratio,. which would make staff-student relationship more 
meaningful than what it is at present. Technical educa
tion should be provided on a larger scale, so that it will 
at least eliminate the necessity of securing a university 
degrea in order to get just any kind of job. 

What factors have contributed to the upsurge of indisci
pline amongst students and what are the short range and 
long range measures which should be taken to improve the 
si tua ti.on ? 

The following may be listed as some of the causes 
o~ student indiscipline : 

2. .. 

3. 

4 .. 

The feeling of 'rootlessness' , of drifting along 
with no worthwhile purpose or goal. This makes 
many students misfits and strangers in the educa
tional world. 

Most students especially in the Arts Section are 
not seriously interested in their studies.. This 
makes fer an all-round atmosphere of insincerity 
and retards the growth of intellectual integrity 
which is indispensable in any educational insti
tution worth its name. 

There is an increasing tendency to disrespect all 
kinds of authority. In some cases, perhaps the 
behaviour or the authorities themselves is not 
worthy- of respect. But when lawlessness and 
disobedience become a matter of intentional habit, 
it cuts at the very foundations of any orderly 
system of education. 

Indi:fferent or bad teaching can also lead to lack 
of interest and indiscipline amongst the students • 
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5. Indiscipline is also encouraged when the authorities 
are weak and succumb to all kinds of' student 
pressures however wrcng a!'1..d unjustified they may be. 

6. The widespread prevalence of unemployment amongst 
the educated leads to uncertainty and restlessness 
amongst the students, and may thus be the cause or 
stud·:mt indisfipline. 

&s far as the short range measures which could be 
tak:n ~o ~mprcve the situation, every instance of student 
ind~sc~plLrre as and when it arises, must be firmly handled. 
But fi~ handling of individual incidents has its limita
tions and,. in the lcng run, an imprc>vement in the situation 
can only be brcught about by a greater undel"standing c-f 
studentsr needs and a more sensitive approach to their 
genuine problems and grievances. 

~.16. It has been suggested that top priority should be given tc> 
the development of post-graduate education which plays an 
extremely vital role in r~ising standards, and which is now 
at a 1~ level,. beth in quantity and quality, Do you agree 
with this view t If' so, what programmes for the develop
ment of' post-graduate educaticm would you recommend ? 

Yes. I am inclined to agree fully with the view 
tl"..at greater importance should be given to the development 
of' post-graduate education. The University s~uld itself 
undertake the teaching of' post-graduate stud~::nts. This 
has already been done in Bombay University as regards the 
social sciences - viz.,. the departments of Econc>mics, 
Fclitics,. Sociology, Statistics, APPlied Psycholc>gv and 
L.aw. The C"niversity maintains a special staff' and provides 
SPecial library facilities fer these departments. The 
staff' is easily accessible to the students while they are 
on the campus. Outstanding teachers in colleges can also 
telp in tee teaching. These departments also fcrm centres 
of' researc~ by way of do:::partmental schemes or by way or 
prorld.ing guidance to Fh.D. students. This will atleast 
make for better organisation of' post-graduate teaching 
than what exists to-day,. i.e. the inter-collegiate system. 
It will also provide the bettEr student with adequate 
facilities,. p~per ~~dance, and if he has the initiative, 
a closer,. p~rsonal contact with his teachers. (who are 
net bogged down by innumerable lectures and whose minds 
are ke..:n and alert and stimulatee by research). Only 
those wbo have published something worthwhile in their 
subjects and these wbo evince the keenest interest in it, 
sbculd be appointed full-time post-graduate teachers. 
Tht:y sho1.lld net have more than 5 lectures a week and must 
devot~; the. rest of' th~r time to guiding student personally 
or pursrrlr:g t!"!eir cnm. research c>r participating in some 
- - - research scheme of' the Department. A greater 
emphasis sl"...o1.lld be placed on students attending seminars, 
writina- papers,. disc,.rssing etc. than on attending formal 
lectur~s. In order to do this they must necessarily spend 
much of th~ir time in the. library. Lectures sbctuld not be 
mada compulsory at the post-graduate level. 
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This alone, however, will not solve all the 
problems of post-graduate teaching. Much will depend 
on the calibre and attitude of the students, which, 
however, cannot be radically different in calibre and 
attitude from what it was at the B.A. level in the 
Colleges. However, restriction on admissions at this 
level is of the utmost importance. Lack of this will 
not only result in immense wastage of resources we could 
ill-afford to squander, but will also lead to increasing 
frustration for the better student and a general fall 
in standards, which are already pretty low. 
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-------------------------------------------------r-----------------
Q.I. 

c..rr. 

It has been suggested that top priority shC'uld be given 
tC' the development of pest-graduate education which plays 
an extremely vital role in raising standards and which is 
no~ we~k both in quantity and quality. Do yC'u agree with 
this v~ew ? If so what programmes for the development or 
pest-graduate education wculd you recommend ? 

Post-graduate education may be in great need of 
re-orientation but one is doubtful whether it needs ton 
priori~J because - ..---

( i) 

( ii) 

(iii) 

( iv) 

The best M.A.s and M.Sc.s do not go into the 
teaching profession, and so the education system 
will suffer. 

" ••••• where the spark does not exist, it cannot be 
artificially kindled, but in our educational system 
there are many conditions under which it is often 
kindled." ( K.G. Saiyidain). What would be the 
criteria far admitting students to the post-graduate 
courses ? With the existing system of examination 
and jcb avaiHhili ty the best minds may turn away 
(cr may be turned away) from post graduate courses. 
Therefor~ it is the duty of the college to spot 
the 'spark' and make it aware of the riches that 
lie ahead so that the desire to seek is stimulated. 

It might appear as thcugh it is easier to handle 
the education problem at the post-graduate level, 
simply beca1.1se students are fewer. However there 
is somethi~g like a natural growth process of the 
mind and 'dumping' a student's mind only during 
the last lap of his career might give rise to a 
n~N class of 'intellectual elite' who may net be 
verJ useful to the society and might be even 
dangerous because they think they know too much. 

If at all one thinks of giving top priority then 
higher secondary and under-graduate stage is most 
important, because the impact on the individual 
would be deeper and on the society more widespread. 

One hopes that education will net be equated with 
the passession of mere knowledge. 

It has been pointed out that much of the work which is 
being done at present in our Universities is really of 
the schccl stage and it is our 2nd degree (M.A. etc.) 
which is really comparable to the first degree (B.A.etc) 
in advanced countries. Qo yeu agree with this view ? 
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If you do, what programme would you recommend to raise 
the standards of our 1st degree level so as to make them 
broadly comparable to those in advanced countries. 
What built-in mechanism would you recommend for a conti
nuous review and adjustment ? 

One would not agree with the statement entirely 
because it is not right to equate and compare education 
systems of different countries with a different set of 
backgrounds and circumstances. 

The work which is done at school stage in 
other countries is not done at any stage in 
our country. 

Most of our students do not learn methods and 
attitudes which they ought to learn in the school stage. 
When they come to college they are treated as college 
students without the gap being filled, They are 
therefore -

( i) either 11 spoonfed" for all the four years 

(1i) or the lecturer maintains the quality of his 
lectures, leaving it to the students to respond 
according to their capacity. Therefore the 
majority of the graduates are sub-standard. 

The best remedy of course would be to thoroughly 
stream-line the higher secondary stage. Till then it 
would be the moral responsibility of the college to fill 

_ this gap at so~e stage.- either during First Year and 
Inter and if not possible there due to numbers at least 
during Junior (might be during Senior too 0 - then each 
department has fewer students attached to it. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

More Seminars and discussions conducted in a 
spirit to inculcate the right attitude towards 
the subject. 

Correct method of taking notes in the class and 
from text-books. 

Easy methods to remember, recapitulate and link 
the various topics and subjects. 

Some practical work as preparing charts, tables, 
diagrams- visiting'places of interest and 
preparing reports, etc, - in groups without the 
help of the teacher. This may make the subject 
more interesting and meaningful and so the students 
may work for their improvement more sincerely, 
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======================================================= 
3. At the College level, quality should be maintained 
and even improved. One way to do it is divert many 
more students through agricultural and technical bias 
at the high school level and op~ning a large number 
of technical institutions for the s.s.c. Passed -
instead of so many Arts and even Rcience colleges. 

4. See answer to Q.3. 

r:;, Yes, standHrds have definitely fallen. The 
causes, at the college level, are due to a hasty change
over from English et the school level, the reilusal 
of students tostudy 2t all or even read anything 
this talk about "wastage" from failurFs at 
examinations. The "westage" is really much more, 
but examiners are afraid that 'they would be dropped 
if they mark accuratelyj so there is a good deal 
of 11 gracing" etc. 

8. Education is not to be related to 11 productivity" 
techm~cal training is Education is for life, for 
the development of all the student's faculties, 
physical, intellectual, emotional, spiritual and 
"spiritual" does not mean mental or poetic, it relates 
to the soul within and the self above 

9 to 12. "Seek ye first the Kingdom of Heaven and 
its righteousness and all other things will be added 
unto you". Reach after the basic, the fundamental 
thinqs, ~nd the others will be realised as a result. 

ll.L.. Hig_hcr. EdqcatiQ.U 

1. By doing their own work better and thus 
supplying better teachers, citizens: organisers and 
leaders 

4. Always to insist on quality; not to 
undertake too many things if that comes in the way of 
standGrds; more specialization and at the same time more 
integration; to go· down to fundamentals, instead of 
Groping about with a lot of information. 

r:;, The pressure is the result of lack of other 
opportunities for advancement through,fbr example, 
post-s.s.C.Technical institutions 'should not respond. 
to this pressure, ie.e. not give in and admit such 
students. 

6. Yes. Have admission rests for marginal cases. 

9. There cannot be "partTtime education". 
Employed persons cannot receive any of "the benefits 
of higher education", except increments at their 
jobs. I taught such a class for a term and they said 
they had no time to read at all exce~t during the 
vacations. 

contd.2. 
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11. L~t the Universities assure the paper-sett£rs 
and examiners that they will not be penalised if the 
candidates find the papers "difficult" or the results 
involve a good deal of- 11 westage11 • That will drive out 
the sub-standsrd colleges. 

12. Then the "non-Honours course 11 will become a 
travesty. 

13. The most important thing is to pay the 
teachers better~ 

14. One essential measure i8 to have a University 
examination at the Jr.B.A. level - then they might 
read for two months in ttat year, at present they don't. 

20. 
seminars 
teaching 

Yes, it can be very useful. Ther€ can be 
on the particular subjects and courses on 
metlods. 

21. For the two PaPers on 11 Indian Economic 
Problems" at the B.A.- about a hundred books are 
suggested. So the students do not read even then, or 
five. Recommend·. a few books and insist on their 
really studying them. Give the paPer-setters end 
examiners real frefdom to give the correct result, do 
not penalise them for the 1wastage 1 at the examinations; 
give them freedom even to repeat the whole of the 
previous year's paper sometimes and do not come down 
on them if the 11 wastage 11 is gc;<g 

26. Yes. It might even be transferred to the 
Union list, then we would hPVG more comparable 
standards and less influence of local politics on it. 

27. A good idea; it can serve as a model. 
A GovernmentCollege and School in every district and 
metropolitan areP would serve a sfumilar purpose. 



Wilscn College~ 
Bombay 7. 

Qu~sticnn~i~e issued by the Commission on Education: 

Answer submitted by ~ 

Miss Isabelle M.Ritchie, 
M.A.(Hons)Economics, 
B.Ed.,(Edinbu~gh) 

Professor cf Economics. 

------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Education Commission Questionnai~e. Section I - General. 

Q.5. Deterioration of Standa~ds. 

l. It dces not seem to me that standards among 
und~rgraduates are any worse today than they were nine 
years age when I started teaching here. That they still 
remain at a fairly low level seems true. 

Z. This low, if constant, level may be due to three 
factors in particular :. 

(a) Uncertainty about the medium of instruction. 
There is no reason w~ excellent work may not be 
done while working through a language other than 
one's mcther tongue, p~ovided that sufficient 
grounding is available. 

(b) 

(c) 

(In illustration : consider the large numbers of 
senior members of staff who a~e thoroughly 
competent in their own disciplines, and have 
worked through English, while in no way neglecting 
their mother tongues for many other purpose. I 
might also cite the case of my classmate in 
Edinburgh 10 or ll years ago who, though working 
in a ffor9ign language since he was a Greek-speaking 
Cyprict, took the Hens. Economics class medal in 
competition with a number of native English 
speakers, and also completed his Ph. D.). 

Our present students have suffe~ed from the 
variations in th~ politicians' language policy. 

The forcing of too many square pegs into round 
holes because cf the lack of sufficiently varied 
choices (i) within the universities'/colleges' 
syllabi; (ii) in other forms of higher education 
apart from college after the S.S. c. Examination 
has been successfully passed. 

The pur6ly monetary/employment considerations 
which influence such choice as is available -
interest in a subject and aptitude for it play 
a very minor rcle in determinjng the selection 
of courses or study. 

• ••• 21-
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Q.l3. The duration and division of the educational 
course. 

Since Indian students on the whole arrive in the 
colleges, too immature to tackle much of what ought to 
be demanded of university students, some means of bring
ing about a higher entry age are desirable. 

There are two possible mthods which suggest 
themselves 

( 1) The establishment of 'junior colleges' preferably 
as separate institutions. The seconda~y schools 
already carry a heavy enough burden, and the 
methods for these colleges would need to approx
imate more closely to school than university ones. 
The stages then, roughly, would be : 

Primary 5/6 yrs. to ll/12 yrs. ( 6) 
St::ccndary 11/12 11 to 16/17 11 ( 5) 
Junior coll.l6/l7 11 to 18/19 11 ( 2) 
University 

( coll.) 18/19 onwards 
3 years for a general degree 
4 years for an hcnours degree. 

(2) Division of the post-primary stage into two. This 
would allow all children, without selection, to proceed 
to a secondary school from ll/12 years to 14/15 years. 
Only those intending to proceed to higher education (not 
necessarily of the university type) would continue in--
senior secondary schools to the age of 17/18. (This would 
cut out a year, co~pared with the suggestion (1)). 

Section III - Higher Educatio~ 

Q.6. Selective admission 

(1) Selection of some sort is necessary to avoid squara 
pegs in round holes, which abound at present. 

(2) The s.s.c. Examination results can only provide a 
useful basis for selection if they are properly presented 
- i.e., mark total and average percentages should not be 
used, but prope~ly standardised scores, including the 
class teachers' assessments. 

( 3) It would be desirable to find reliable aptitude 
tests both for science and arts subjects. So~ e institutions 
are already using such tests - their experience should be 
more widely known and drawn on to help pinpoint the major 
difficulties. Much more extensive experimental work 
requires to be carri8d out. If the criterion of the 
aptitude tests' predictive ability. is the final result in 
gaining (or not) a B.A./B.Sc., then such experiments 
ought to await the revision of the degree examinations • 

• • . • . 3/-
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. (4) Interviews are really only useful when sufficient 
time can be devoted to them by people skilled in interview 
technique, and the numbers inv0lved at the college entrance 
stage are far too large to make this possible. 

The interview, coupled with aptitude (and possibly 
personality) tests should be used in the selection of 
post-graduate applicants. 

Q.9. Part-time education etc. 

( 1) It must be recognised that the work done by a 
correspondence course student is not the same as that 
accomplished by a full-time (and particularly a resi
dential) student, and the degree or certificate awarded 
on the completion of such a course should be correspondingly 
different. For many purposes either type of degree might 
be equally satisfactory, but they are ££! identical. 

(2) If part-time courses are run, then the students 
enrolled should be employed only part-time also, otherwise 
the whole process just becomes that of cramming notes, 
since there is no time available for either reading or 
discussion. 

(3) One thing which colleges/universities might 
organise more widely than at present is extra-mural 
lectures and courses for the general public, some of whom, 
at least, while not wishing to study for a degree, are 
interested in particular topics or particular developments._ 
(Refer to the. w. E.A. etc., in the U.K. and elsewhere). 

Q.lO Raising first degree.standards. 

The fUggestion of the formation of 'junior colleges' 
(Ref. answer to question I (13)) would help to remove this 
difficulty. 

To anyone who has taught 6th Year pupils in the 
U.K. and students in undergraduat~ classes in Bombay, a 
difference in outlook and in liveliness of mind (speaking 
of the majcrity in each case) is evident. Usually, the 
6th Year pupils are being accustomed to doing some work 
entirely on their own; ·and in a reasonably good school 
they are acquainted with a library andits use in their 
studies. (They will alsc. have available, even in tte 
remote rural areas, public library facilities of a fairly 
high and comprehensive standard). Generally, they have 
been able to work in quite adequately equipped science 
laboratories from their first year onwards in secondary 
shool. Even our M.A./M.Sc. students may not have all 
these advantages. · 

Q.l2. Honours courses. 

(1) The 'General' degree in Bombay seems to be a dead 
letter more or less. 

• •..• 4/-
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(2) The Scottish system of an Ordinary degree, 
normally completed in 3 years, and an Honours degree 
requiring 4 years, might be st11died. In this system, 
most courses taking c:ne session • s study are complete 
units in themselves. · 

(3) We sppon-feed our students not only in the rigid 
content and the methods of teaching often actually used in 
specific subjects, but also in the framework of First Year 
followed by Intermediate followed by Junior followed by 
Senior, with almost no freedom of choice in the first 2 years 
and often not much more in the latter two. It is possible 
to go too far in the other direction in allowing-total 
and undirected freedom of choice from a bewildering array 
of subjects and fields of study, but the possibility of 
allowing a student in his first year to opt for a course 
which someone else may be studying in his 2nd or 3rd year 
should be considered. This can have a very stimulating 
effect, 1f. the students are a little more mature than they 
are at present at the start of their college careers. 

Q.20 Training for college starr. 

(1) Some kind of help seems very necessary to make 
the best of what teachers we have. 

(2) A 3-month course in the summer vacation might help -
for anyone who wanted to join, but particularly aimed at 
assisting the newly appointed junior lecturer. 

(3) These could be run by the teacher training college 
perhaps, or by making use of the experience, suitably 
sifted, analysed and condensed, of practising college 
teachers. Some Arts/Science colleges could pioneer such 
schemes and invite neighbouring colleges to join in the 
project. (A good deal of formulating of the basic needs 
·to be met in such a course is necessary). 

(4) The course should include both elementary techniques 
(known far better to any reasonably-trained primary school 
teacher than to many lecturers) and also some theoretical 
work. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Class-room discipline - a rather different matter 
when the class is 150 strong instead of 40. 

The preparation, ~ the use in the classroom, of 
adequate lecture notes - many of us waste precious 
years of unnecessary trial & error in learning 
this - and some never learn at all. 

How to use a blackboard - and, of course, other 
visual aids. 

• •••• 5/-
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(d)' Vcice. ~r'-'d,..r·..:tbn - s&dly negl8ctad, but often 
a most::: pct~:;;:r_t. f<'.::tcr in captivating a student's 
in.t.;r"'st - r~'ll':·::: apart from the physical strain 
in:volv;;;d in r. wrcng m.::thod of using the voice. 

(e) Op~?~~:L~t:::i~~ tc read, digest, write about, discuss 
b'.2C'lL~ c:.::a. c.:."ticles in the fields of educational 
t:..:..S.,r:- arr': philosc;;:>~:y. 

(IJ Ex:aminatioJS should be regarded as aids and not 
battlers '.:c Ed1~caticn- stimulators and not stultifiers of 
toought. 

(2.) Questions should be framed ffar more carefully -
praf'.::rably- not by- committees. They should not be answerable 
f"rcm: something l.earned off by heart be.forehand,. whether the 
candi(iates cwn. notes,. or his prcfessor r s, or from a rguidet. 

(3) 'rhe professor who has taught the candidate must be 
mu~h more closely- associated with the final assessment. 

(4:) The statistically idenfensible system of summing raw 
s:ccres in widely disparate subjects,. marked by different 
ex:.-min.ers,. to give spurious 11 tctals" must be prohibited at all 
levels,. and scme att<::mpt made to emplcy valid techniques. 
Tha present systi:illi is very tmjust. 



Wilson College, 
Bombay 7. 

Questionnaire issued by the Commission on Education 

Answers submitted by : 
Prof. B.M. Mehta, 

M.A.O .A. (France) 
Head of the 
French Department 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
· Q. II. General A : 

Considerable lag between Theory & Practice, Plans and 
their Implementation : Facts responsible. How minimise 
effects ? 

Answer : 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Plans are sure to fail, when planners act more. 
with enthusiasm than with a sober sense of reali
ties. Planners who pitch their expectations too 
high are very likely to be disappointed. When 
grown-ups provide adult-food for baby stomachs, it 
will definitely cause a severe stomach-ache. What 
we need is not a programme of education for giants 
but for young minds capable of being quickly 
exhausted t 

To seek to bring in foreign methods of education 
is goo~ to a point. But these should not be 
introduced without proper caution. They should 
be admitted only after a careful consideration of 
the psychological set-up of our youngsters and the 
conditions·in which they study in this country. 
A large majority of our students in colleges 
acquire knowledge through a medium entirely foreign 
to their minds. Plants which thrive easily in 
their own soil and climate are likely to wither 
away rapidly if implanted in a milieu unsuitable 
to their growth. 

If the plans of the Sixth Education Commission are 
not to go the way of the previous plans, they must 
not be too extensive and over-ambitious. Progress 
must be made in their implementation only by 
stages, starting with a solid basis from the 
lowest stage, and then gradually building up the 
higher structure of national education. "The 
child is father of the man", and consequently it 
is .this stage that demands the greatest attention. 
If an attempt is made to organize everything 
hastily at the same time, the Commission cannot 
hope to attain any tangible results. 

Any planning without giving proper thought to the 
purposes of the Great Planner of the Universe, 
any leading without the Light of the Great Leader 
of mankind will be planning for organized chaos ! 
Too much emphasis on scientific technology and 
even on the Humanities - divorced from a proper -
stress on time-honoured spiritual values of 
Ancient Indian Culture - I mean soul - culture -
will leave things exactly where they are, if they 
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do not make matters vTorse. The .fete of the 
Prohibition Policy should make us st0p and reflect; 
though in the present case we are dealing not \vi th 
something merely negativ·2 but t-Tith something , 
positive and of greater i::::pe:..~tanc8 .. 

(e) All planners having at hed;:·t tho true progress of 
their cOl.:l1try L1 c.r..y sphere must bear in mind the 
following words of Earnest Eencm ~ 11 Great men of 
Progress e.:!:'e rc.er: wh0 rave a }JJ:'O:!:cu'J.d respect for 
the PastH. All 1-·::..onned education must therefore 
he.ve its~ roots in the spi:'ituaJ past of the country, 
since al.L great things can be achieved by thinking 
forwards as well as by looking back-vrards. · 

(f) The best-·deviscd r,::.ar:,s o.r:.:J :!..lkely to have very 
little su~cess, if 0ducation is left, as it is now, 
to purely individual ini tintive, which, barring a 
few exceptions as Hi th our· ovm institution, is 
nothing short cf ~ profitable Business Enterprise. 
If we are serious about making education in this 
country something more valuable than just a 
Commercial Enterprise,then education must be pre
eminently a State Concern and should be handled 
by the Central Government as is the case in France. 
Only a few reliable institutions should have the 
privilege of being .autonomous. This only can 
maintain uniformity of standards throughout the 
country. 

HIGHER EDUCATION : 

Upsurge of Indiscipline among students 
improve the situation. 

Measures to 

Answer : 

( 1) 

(2) 

Not every one should be admitted for higher educa
tion, just because he has fared well at the s.s.c. 
examination. E"nte:;:oing c~)llege, as things exist 
to-day, most of the students find themselves in an 
element entirely foreign to them, since the medium 
of Education becones a different one. Consequently 
in order to maintain discipline, students must not · 
be allowed to enter the doors of colleges without 
a proper test for fitness. A thorough grounding 
in the elementary principles of all subjects which' 
are to be pursued for higher study and a working
knowledge of the lung~age which is to be the 
medium of study are minimum qualifications which 
must be insisted t~pon before admitting students. 
If a proper selection of students is made after a 
consideration of their aptmtude for college 
education, the problem of indiscipline will be 
solved to a considerable extent. · 

Students who, after admission, sho\v lack of 
interest in their work must be eliminated after 
one- mid-terminal test serving for a warning and 
a second Terminal test calling for drastic action. 
only those who remain after these two tests should 
be allowed to continue. 

• •.• 3/ 
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(4) 

( 5) 

( 6) 

( 7) 

( 8) 
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Where students are rowdy in a class, prompt rusti
cations and even dismissals by strict principals 
capable of showing courage will go a long way to 
improve the behaviour of others who will automatic
ally realise their situation •. Because of the fear 
of immediate dismissal the problem of discipline 
was not so intense in our days. Love is all 
right, but fear of the highest authority is als~ 
essential. 11 The fear of the Lord is the beginning 
of wisdom' is a statement well-worth considering 
in this respect. 

Fewer su~1ects must be taught and taught well in 
an integrated manner. If students are given the 
subjects they like, they will be more attentive and 
take greatef interest. Wherever there is an undue 
burden, there is bound to be restlessness and hence 
lack of discipline. 

Moral education must be made a compuls~ry subject 
in the curriculum both in school and in college. 
Where such education is given thoughtfully and 
earnestly by the right sort of people, the problem 
of indiscipline is less acute. We provide students 
with the stones of knowledge. These must be held 
together by the cement of moral education so .as 
to erect a proper structure of sound character. 
Only such education will instil higher ideals in 
the students' minds and inspire them with a sense 
of purposefulness and of right-living • 

. 
No student below seventeen must be admitted to a 
College. Mature students always behave better. 
Instead of seeking to lead their superiors, they 
know h~w to be led by them. 

A lawyer or a doctor acquires a.large practice only 
after years of experience. Unf~rtunately our 
teachers come raw and quite inexperienced as to 
the manner of handling students. The problem of 
discipline can be solved considerably by recruiting 
the right type of teachers who have undergone some 
previous training. 

Lady teachers can always ensure better discipline 
and should be recruited on a larger scale. Only, 
they should be sober and mature and not mere 
fashion-plates. Students cannot be expected to 
respect highly teachers who are just a few years 
older than themselves. In all cases a college 
teacher, besides being well qualified, must be of 
a somewhat advanced age and must have a commanding 
personality to win the reverence of his students. 



Wilson College, 
Bombay 7. 

Q.Uas.t.iQTJnaire 1 ssned bl[ tbe. Commiss1 on QTJ Education 

Answers submitted by: K. M. Mathew, M.A. 
Professor and Head of the 
Department of History. 

============================================================= 
Shaul d bj CTber edncati on be. i.n tbe conc1Jrrent. J 1st? 

If hi~her education is placed in the concurrent 
list both the Union Parliament and State ~egislatures 
will h?Ve the right to mP.ke laws in regard to hi~her 
education and in case of inconsistency, or clash the 
laws mede by the Union parliament will pr~vail. 

In a vast country like India with local 
diversities, the need to reconcile national unity 
with local diversity in the field of higher education 
is greater than in any other field. The Central 
Government can lay down general principles which 
should apply all over the country and the States 
can function and make laws within their own frame 
work to suit their own rE:quirements. In newer 
federations of thew orld the tendency to make the 
concurrent list longer and longer is due to this urge 
to maintain the equilibrium between national union 
and local or State rights. 

If higher education is put in the concurrent 
list it might help the Central Government to be more 
effective than at nresent in guiding and helping 
the schemes of higher education in the States. 
It might also help to eliminate differences in academic 
standards, facili~te inter-University exchanges 
of teachers end educAtionists, Pnd also the migration 
of students from one University to another. 



1.-Jilson College, 
Bombay 7. 

Que~tionnaire issued bl the Commission on ~d~cation 

Answers submitted by: P .• Cherian, M.A., Ph.D. 
Lecturer in History. 

============================================================= 
National system Qf.. e.du.ca.:tion 

13. What should be the total duration of the 
educational course leading to the first degree? How would 
Y?U subdivide it into different stages (such as primary, 
m1ddle, secondary or higher secondPry, pre-university 
or intermediate and under-graduate)? 

Ans. (1) The total duration of the educational course 
leading to the first degree should be for a period of 
16 years; 

(2) The sub-divisions of this should be as 
follows: 

• 
Primary 4 years; middle 4 years; secondary 

3 years; pre-university 2 years and unoer-graduate 3 yrs. 

11any of the students seeking admission to a 
college are found to be inadequatelv equipped to receive 
the necessary instruction in such things as languages, 
modern_scientific terms, the use of standard text books 
etc. Hence th~re should be a period of two years for 
such students in the college to enable them to adjust 
to the new situation. At the end of this period, it is 
hoped, that the students might be in a position to follow 
the leetures and to read the standard text books. It may 
also be pointed out that no restriction be placed on the 
admis~ion of students to the first year class in the 
college so that all who a~e desirous of getting.the 
benefits of college education may h~ve a chance. However, 
at the end of the two years in the college there should 
be a university examination and only those who have 
shown a certain standard of proficiency or excellence 
be permitted to proceed to the under-graduate class 
(a period of three years study leading to the first~degree). 

lt:;, 1.-Jould you advocete the adoPtion of a uniform 
structure of the educational system in All the States 
and Union Territories? If you do, what partfcular 
structure would you recommend? If not, what minimum 
core of uniformity in structure would you recommend, if 
at all? 

Ans, (1) A uniform structure of the educational 
system in all the States and Union territories is 
desirable. But since it is beset with so many difficulties, 
such as the medium of instruction, different levels of 
understanding in the case of students from different 
states, I do not advocate a uniform structure; 

(2) However, a certain minimum core uniformity 
can be aimed in certain resPects such as: 

(a) C1lommon medium of instruction (for some time 
at least, this should be English); 

contd.2. 
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(b) Eicdi t~ be studied as the compuls~ry 
L=z:2:U~ gc 1 S 

(c} Tee text books ~nd the syllebus should 
c~ s~c~ ~s t~ f~cilit~t~ t~e mi~rati~n of students 
~~~m cce st~te to a~ot~~r (t~e ~r~sent systEm by which 
s~ms_~i~~~siti~s do ~at reco~iscs the equivalent 
ex~~t~Jz:~ of t~e at~er universitiEs cre-te problems 
f:r mcz:y students} 

(d) Gi•in~ equ~l Lncartance to the study of 
socic;l scie!!.ces ~r::i scis:z:tific subjEcts at the first 
t·~ ye~rs ~ ~~e CJll~:e or t~ere should be a system of 
gez:Er~l e~u~~tiJ~ durirrg t~e first b...r~ y· ?rs at the 
ccllege le7el. 

4. ·'42t p-iz:ci~l<::s s~auld guide the future 
e~;Ez:~i~z: a: ri?~~r educ~tion? 

~~- (l) A sufficient number of professional 
irstitu~~oz:s to cr~7ide tecbrric~l~ tectnala~ical, 
e::~:"i.r:.o::er~~,. medic~l ~z:d com-:1ercial educati6n should be 
started ~ order to meet the acute problem of 
t:r:.em:::.:J!I!~t i!!. tt.e C'Jt~ntry ;tnd to reach thE go"'l of 
·...r<= T ""=-c "'+--"tc• 
-- ~-~- - ..&. -, 

(2) ~ese ~stitutians should be equipped with 
-=x:;e~t s::.af~ memb-:rs (if n=c;:ssary to b.:: invited from 
a:ro~d) s'J ttat t~e st~z:d~rds may camo~re favourably 
-~~~ ~t~Er car~tries. rc€SE instit~tions should be 
:;r-:Ti.::ed ·fit,_ 'lfEli-eq_uio~ed Iqbar""tories and Libraries: 

(.;) Sc~l:J. ... s.tios sl:auld be pra7id~d to enable 
me~~:::ri:u~ s::udez:~s t'J 2:~t t~e bEnEfits of higher 

C~} ·.i~L= st;:rtir:z- !:.·=·...r ti!liv.:rsiti-=s~ tt..:: 
·..;·:T~::"'"'__lTI·~:::.t s2::J'.:=.:i s:<ti.:fy i'C:sElf tr-2t tba z:ecessary 
c·:r:.-:::.. ~:..::c.s :~I!.'"S: ;t-r~iL~:Le 1 

(~} ··r:::ilE ~ar:ti!!.~ affili,.tian t-J colleges, 
,,.f,a~s~ti~s~ t~eT s~ald be v=ry c~reful to see that 
~::~ :n.i-~:nm r<::r:;_·.::irano:;r:.ts ~rE fulfilled; 

(7) ~~Era stDul1 bE a system af PEriodical 
::.::.~::"'c::i:m. ,.::oct t:E::E "lftJr'cf,...sr of coll:::ges from tim.:: to tim 

(3] '=ri.'T:rt,c azer:.ci~s shar.Ild be ;::ncaur"'ged to 
5 ::~r": :::.ET.r i-.:':i.t~':i::;r:.s b7 libEr<:l n"'"'nt: fr'Jm tt.e 
~~~~~~ ~~~~ st~te Ga7~~e~t~; 

(~} ~t t~ cost-qr~du:-:<te l.::"'Tel, our st:md.~rds 
~'-~~ ~~ ~~cr~~~~=L~ ta~t~ St~~~r~= Ln f~rEi~ 
~:·::uz:tri.~:. I': i.s ,.i-rf.s~C.le tJ Ur'~~de cert"in 
:e~"'~~E:::.ts ~= scmE af ttE existing calleg~s •Mith the 
=~~~~~ == t::e a!!.i7ersity ~d tt.E Go~e~~nt; 

(I.~J F:ry s~=l=s f1:. i!lstitr.:tian$ of Ei2"h::r 
,_ .;--,..--;: --c:. e,_rr-T.; '::<= eul'"~ :::--: t.'J ~tt;~"'-=t ;renuine sctola!'S 
~; .. ~~;;- ~r:~i--;;.;~;~;~=-~-tf_~ r;~'Jr~~=i:Jn ;:nd to nr~vfrtt 
"'·.:c ~ :::.::<:'::.=. =~-=m ; :::.:. :tf- z ta -:1 r:~~ r ·.r~ lks a f life. 
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13. What measures would you suggest to 
improve the f~cilities, te8ching methods ~nd conditions 
of work in universities end colleges? 

Ans. (1) Seperate departments are to be 
esteblished for every subject in eech university. 
Such depArtments mAy be entrusted with the post-gradu~te 
teeching, with the assistance of specielly qualified 
teech~rs from the affiliated colleges; 

(2) In the universities and the college, is 
is dEsirnble to appoint on the teaching staff persons 
who have 2ttained a certain grade of exc~llence in their 
subjects. In order to enforce this, the university 
should l~y down minimum qualifications for the 
appointment of professors and lecturers in the colleges, 
and this should be strictly observed and rigidly enforced; 

(3) R~gular tutori~ls Pnd seminars for groups 
of 20-2~ students supplemented by periodical written 
tests; 

(4) Teacher student ratio should be improved; 

(~) The number of working days has to be 
increased. As it is, there are only 6-7 months of 
actual work. ~his hPs to be reised at least to 
10 months. 
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Higher Education -III 

Q.6 I agree that admission to universities be 
selective to stop the below average students flooding 
the universities who ultimately bring down the standard 
of education. R.s.c. marks and School records should 
help in the selection of students, If necessary a test 
may be conducted for the purpose. 

Q.l~ The following factors contribute to student 
in::_discipline. 

(1) Many students are intellectually incapable 
(below average students) of taking interest in real 
intellectual pursuits. This inability creates in them a 
kind of restiveness. To avoid this only average and 
above average students be admitted to the universities 

(2) Present system of teaching and examination 
system provide students with so much of spare time 
which the students fffiil to spend usefully. Many of them 
are certain of getting through an examination by reading 
guides at the last moment. This wastage of valuable 
time should be·brought to an end. To do it students 
must be made to work outside college hours also. 

(3) There are other factors like unem:oloyment, 
and language problem· for which the Government is res
ponsible. 

Q.26 Higher education should be in concurrent 
list in the interest of the nation. 

Q.27 University can play a vital role in adult 
education. University education must train the mind to 
approach a problem dispassionately and analytically. 
It should help the youth to understand nobler aspects 
of life and his mind should be trained to pursue the 
nobler and higrer things in life. For any good act 
a good ideal is essential. A university can help a 
youth to find out his own ideal ·in life which he should 
try to achieve during the rest of his life. 

Gen~sa.l 

Q. 6 According to me:.a national system of 
education should be planned taking into consideration 
economic, social and political life of a country. 
It should help a person to reiise his best in the 
given circumstances and at the same time give his 
best to the society in which he is placed. National 
system of education must make the youth conscious of the 
problems of the society in which he lives and he must 
evolve an ideal during the time of his student ship 
and must strive to fulfil the ideal for the betterment 
of society when he steps into life. 

contd .2. 
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In this respect a study of the past of his society and 
nation also is ess~tial. He understands his present 
only in relation t~~~ast and then he can plan his own 
future and help to build the nation's future. 

Specially thinking of our country it is a 
most urgent need that all universities must have one 
medium of instruction whether it is English or Hindi. 
Adoption of regional language as medium will be 
suicidal to this nation and a national system of 
education can never come 

Q.~ It is true that standards in Indian education 
have gone down. The reasons are (a) bad students and 
bad teachers: students are not interested in knowledge 
but are interested in getting university degrees. 
Teachers have no sense of vocation. Their own economic 
frustrations make them lose !ight of the great ideal 
of a teacher (b) Lack of a national system of education 
is another cause. (c) Medium of instruction becomes a 
greater problem for a student than the Problem of 
studying a particular subject. 
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~.~r.U 

~. · Causes of the deterioration of standards. 

(a) The Present medium of instruction in 
the universities. 

(b) IncreAse in the number of students. 

(c) I'eterioration in the quality of teaching 
owing to inefficient teachers. 

(d) Inadequacy of personal contact between 
the teacher and the taught and the consequent lack 
of proper supervision of the work of students. 

(e) Soft pedagogy which induces laziness 
in students. 

(f) Desire of the examining bodies to show 
better results. 

(g) Financial worries of teachers who are 
low-p2id end cannot devote their attention whole
heartedly to teaching. 

(h) Anxiety of students to pass 
examinations some how rather than to acquire knowledge. 

B. 

6. 

(i) It should reflect national aspiratiors, 
goals end ideals. 

(ii) It should have uniformity of pattern. 

(iii) It should inculcate a feeling of 
brotherhood. 

(iv) It should lay stress on cultural 
heritage and its importance. 

9. (a) Discouraging regionalism 

(b) Explaining regional peculiarities 
in terms of national importance 

(c) leaching the lives of regional heroes 
in national setting. 

(d) Brin~inr About inter~regional under
standing and intimAte familiarity. 

contd .2. 
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2. (a) P~oduce suitable literature for adults 

(b) revise effective ways of educating them 

(c) Arrange lectures on topics of daily 
life which concern adults. 

4.' 

6. 

7. 

11. 

(a.) Quality 

(b) Needs of Society 

(c) Fulfilment of the people's asPirations 

(d) Cultural and intellectuAl development 

Admissions to universities should be selective. 

Basis of selection: 

(a) Aptitude 
(b) Interest 
(c) Ability 
(d) Examjnation marks. 

(a) Necessity 

(b) Local requirements 

(c) Adequacy of funds 

(d) Maintenance of standards. 

Yes. 

(a) Adeq~acy of funds to be insisted upon 

(b) Proper check on financial disbursements 

(c) Enforcement of educational rules on 
the management 

(d) Curb on business mentality in running 
such institutions. 

(e) Rrgulated admissions 

(f) Limiting the number of colleges or 
institutions to the needs of the population of the 
locality. 

~~~Qf_inQiscipline. 

(a) Increase in numbers 

· (b) Social status of the teachers ( in 
cities specially) 

discipline 

(c) Consciousness of individual rights 

(d) Failures of authorities to enforce 

(c) Growth of the spirit of trade unionism 
among students. 

(f) Consciousness of the strength of 
numbers among the studen~. 

contd.3. 
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(g) · Success of agitational movements. 

fi!gm~Qi.~s.. 

(a) Sumpathetic attitude 

(b) Suggestion 

(c) Consideration 

(d) Firm BCtion 

(e) Occasional weeding out of the 
undesirable students. · 

20. (a) Method of preparing lecture-notes. 

(b) Art of effective speaking 

(c) Class control. 
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Lbe 
on 
the 

EJ.ece of regionaJ JangpPgrc: in l.J]Ji'lle.rsity Edncatiop 

(1) R>.gional languages are going to play 
an important role in the new democratic set-up. Indian 
Constitution has recognised them as National languages. 
In some of the States they are being given the position 
of official languages too. 

(2) Whether the regional languFges would be 
used as media of instruction at the university level 
would dep8nd upon the universities concerned. In some 
of the univtrsities, they are already used as the media 
of instruction, and it is not unlikely,looking to the 
trends, that they might be called upon to shoulder that 
responsibility. The principle, that mother~tongue is 
the best medirm of instruction and also the fact that 
some of the r2gional languAges, if properly planned, 
can be used as media of instruction, is acceptrd by many 
educationists. (This, in no way, lowers the importance 
of Enf!lish, the study of wtich is quitP essential in mt'lny 
ways than one). . . 

It can be seen, therefo~e, that the study of 
regional lenguF~ges neEds be given 11. proper phce, even in 
university education. 

The questionnaire, I am sorry to state, has 
not given due consider8tion to this problem. 

In Ir1dian universi tic-s, te'lching of all the 
languages is almost identical irrespective of the 
difference in ·cheir nPture. English, though not foreign 
to some, is definitely the langu!'lge of a very few. 
Linguistically it is analytical rs against .the Indian 
l£~nguages, which F?re to 8 lPrge extent synthetic. 
And hence, while tePching English, composition gets 
Prominence, thoL,gh literature is also taught. Classical 
language, like s~nskrit, is one out of date, not a living 
language. The emphasis, therefore, is bound toLtranshtion 
part of it, though of course, the content is not 
overlooked. But the c~se of regional langu~ges is quite 
different. They are living and growing languages, ~nd 
mnny of them are rich in their literatures. And hence, 
their teaching needs different approach, and ~ifferent 
plrnning. \tJhatever creative thing, Pnd serious 
writing would be done by Indian student is mainly 
in their own languages - the regional lrngurge. 

The first degree, being terminal to marry, the 
study e.f. regional langupges end their litEratures should 
be complete in itself Pnd nlso prep~r~tory to the second 
degree. Once the principle behind this is accented the 
working out of it is only a mPtter of details. But there, 
it wili hrve to be bourne in mind thnt this study is thet 
of th~ir literntures - both creative rnd criticAl in 
all the diff~r0nt branches, rnd not only thnt of 
composition. 

contd .2. 
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I should like to m[ke one mo~point clear; 
and that is in relation to the experts in scientific, 
technologicel Pnd other professional branchE:s. 
They seem to be bedly in need of proper orientation 
in the cultural heritage of their region in particular 
and of that of India in general. This can be PChieved 
only through a proper And well-planned study of 
literatures, especieliy of their regional lAngu~ge. 
These experts are going to hold key-positions in our 
nation-building and they are going to have a major 
sh~re in policy-making: and therefore, it is all the 
more necessary that they should have broad and cultured 
~inds with a humanistic approPch, and artistic taste. 
1 his can be achieved only through the study of literature 
and art. 

A question, here, mey be raised.wh~ther this 
objective can not be achieved by the study of English 
literature. Will not the study of regional languages 
end their literature narrow down the Indian mind. 
Answer to this is clear,if viewed with an o~en mind. 
Study of regional languages and its literatures is 

· but a natural process~; Great artists and thinkers have 
always felt and thought first in their omn mother-tongue -
their regional languages. Because of the English educatio1 
during the last century or so, we have been made to think:ir 
English. But this thinking has rarely produced anything 
origional worth the name and thything which has received 
wo·rld recognition.· There may be many rea sons, .but it 
cannot account for the lack of thinking and feeling 
in their own lenguage. A mind can be richer ~nd 
original if it has been natured through its own languAge 
and its own literature. 

A question, here, may be asked whether our 
Indian langu~ges and their literatures are potential 
enough to infuse that strength. And here·egain we may 
turn to the Graduate and Post-grAduate teaching in 
regional languege Rnd their literature. 

History of teaching of regional languages and 
their literatmres, however checke=red it may have been, 
shows that teaching and serious and critical writing 
in those languages hPve gone parallel to each other. 
I may here quote the teaching of Marathi in the 
Bombay University. They, though not interdependent, 
are definitely recenrocal. They have been helping each 
other. And it is but natural with living and growing 
languages. . 

re,.gional Here, t~~ ..... ceme across the problem of research 
in;LanguAges Dna·lf~eratures. This research will have 
to ""be properly planned. The fact thPt this differs from 
that in nptural science~ should not be lost sight of. 
~imilarly collecting· rare manuscriPts and editing them 
is only a part of such research. A pprt should not be 
confused with a whole. Authoritative cmd cr'i tical 
studies of authors, periods and forms of literature 
and art should be given prominence. LitErary Histories, 
too, should be esteemed as research. Many of the 
regional langauges are badly lacking in them. Historical 
appraach, balanced judgment And critical accumen Pre 
needed for such work. This can be done eithrr 
individually or collectively. In fBct, some of the 
contributions of this sort cen be effectively and 
fruitfully done by a team-work. R'search scholars 
forming this team may either belong to colleges or 
universities. 

contd.3. 
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But such a work needs fulltime applic2tion. Hence, 
tese:otrch scholars t=ithE'r in colh·ges or universities 
need not be burdened with undE·rgrndurte or gredu~te 
terchinq, But the nost-~rRduetci te~chin~ should be 
done by.thcm. Bec~use the teaching to the post
grrduete classrs and the r· s1arch has to go h·nd in 
hand. 1'hey Pre comnliment<cry to e::>ch oth:r, at least 
in the c1se of l~nguage snd literRture. (Linguistics 
h::-s become f'. srecinlis<Od branch no'·" 3 days "nd eXCPpt 
for scmcmtics to ro cert~.in ext<: nt, this new science 
is not 0t all concerned with the literary rspect of 
l;:mgu:og-c:. And hence lnnruECgc study: here, does not 
mu~n 1 linruistic' study) Cf course, there needs to 
be co-ordin2t~on not only with the linguistics 
departm.nt but Plso with other departments esnecially 
in the f~culty of num~nity. 

In short properly plrnned terching And 
resL~rch in re~ionrl lrn~urges and their literatures 
will encourage ori?innl creative and critical thinking 
and thus er.rich the nerson•lity of University students. 
Such e product may form a part of the elite both in 
the Universities and rlso with Society. 
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Q. 10 HIGHER EDUCATION 
to 14 
"r Q.20 

The technique and methods of teaching and evalua
tion of subjects differ acc~rding to the set up of the 
subject itself e.g. the set up of natural sciences is 
different from that of social sciences, and even different 
from that of languages, etc·. Hence, while thinking of the 
technique or methods of a particular subject, its set up 
should be taken into consideration first. 

As a student and a teacher of a language, I would 
like to remark on Qs. 10 to 14 and 20 - Questions on 
Higher Education, from this particular point of view. 

It is t~ue that there is a lot of wastage and 
stagnation in our higher education, and the result is this 
that it is really the second degree which is comparable 
to the First degree in advanced countries. To find out 
the reas0ns, it will be c0nvenient to analyse certain 
factors. 

When we say Bachelor or Master in a degree, it 
should mean that the student should, in originality, come 
to the standard of a Bachelor or a Master in that subject, 
For this, the s0und knowledge and grasp of the principles 
of the subject is necessary. It is only then that a 
student will be in a position to apply them to any problem 
or piece of art which comes before him. If a student is 
to be trained to this level, then certain problems seem 
to arise. 

I. In case of languages, especially regional languages 
there are two groups of papers. 

1. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Poetics and criticism - wherein the 
student learns the basic principles of 
literature, and its application i.e. 
basic principles of criticism. 

Literary Essay, Translation, Philology 
Grammar - wherein he learns the 
composition of language. 

History of literature - wherein he 
has an idea of a wide and uptodate 
survey of the literature. 

• •• 2/ 
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2. The remaining papers i.e. 

(a) Special authors and 
(b) & (c) General papers in Prose & Poetry. 

The papers in Group (1) are those whereby the 
student learns the basic principles and the composition 
of language which are essential to get an insight into 
the subject. Study of these papers is but essential 
for the'study of the papers in Group (2). Hence it is 
necessary that at least paper (l)(a) ·and any one of the 
other two in the group along with one General paper 
be studied in the Jr. B.A. and the remaining three be 
studied in Sr. B.A., which means knowledge of and insight 
into the principles in Jr. B.A. and its application in 
Sr. B.A. This may help the student to rise to better 
academic level. 

At present, as a matter of economy, the Jr. & Sr. 
B.A. Classes are combined, and each alternate year there 
is a batch of students who are supposed to learn the 
application of princip~es first, and then next year, know 
what the teacher or they meant the previous year. 'Even 
from the point of view of the teacher, it is very diffi
cult to evaluate and criticise authors, forms or piece 
of art in front of students who don't have even a bare 
idea of Poetics and Criticism. 

Hence provision should be made to bifurcate Jr. 
& Sr. B.A. Clesses and study of particular papers be 
done in Jr. or Sr. B.A. 

II. Though the curriculum comprises of all these six 
papers, the first three papers in Gr. ( 1) do not change. 
The papers in Gr. (2) change every alternate years. 
While framing this part of the curriculum, it should be 
seen that authors or books which create problems and make 
the student think of the literary principles and the 
structure of various forms of literature, are given 
importance. 

Another problem is created out of this. Previously, 
a question of review of various prose and poetry forms 
was included in both the General Papers. This has been 
deleted since last two years, not because it is not 
important, but because it was found difficult to include 
with due and proper importance in the limited number of 
six papers •. A sound study of languages which are day 
by day, developing in different dimensions, is difficult 
with a limited number of six papers. Facility on the 
part of the University, to study the language entirely 
would certainly benefit the students. Hence, the Univer
sity should facilitate a study of language entirely by 
introducing two more papers - say, that of study of a 
particular literary form, a period study etc. 

III. Even if the curriculum is framed variedly (within 
its limit) there is another problem. Tremendous stress 
is laid upon the teaching of curriculum itself. So, the 
student studies only some particular topics or authors or 
books, and not language or literature through them. Of 
course, the lecturer cannot be held responsible completely. 
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The University has fixed the capacity of lectures 
per.paper i.e. 3 periods per paper. Within this period, 
only the knowle~ of the subject and curriculum can be 
imparted; while the originality and maturity of thought 
can be reached only when the students work on small 
projects and discuss together with the guidance of the 
staff members, i.e. planned Seminars, and individual 
work. it is here that a student can be enlightened, and 
the degree r9ached to its level in its true sense. The 
administrator of a college cannot forget the economic 
aspect. 

The result is, we find quite a few colleges who go 
cut of the 1o~ay to appoint more staff members than are 
required as per the University requirement, with this view, 
go out of the Fay and work for six full days. But even 
then it becomes difficult for them to provide for such 
work properly in the time-table. So, provision should be 
made by the University for such work, which should also be 
followed not only by colleges going out of the way to 
maintain standar·ds, but all the colleges. Such a programme 
if fixed, may create a good level of education of the 
subject. Perhaps, this may act as a remedy to substandard 
colleges other institutions of higher education. (Q.11) 

As regards Q.12, it may be said that if proper 
attention is paid towards the framing of Curriculum and 
teaching methods and due number of·periods with the view 
stated above, it does not matter which institution, college 
or University, brings it into practice. The number of 
students for languages is already limited. In case of 
subjects where there is a rush for academic or other 
reasons, limit may be put to a certain extent. 

As regards Question 20. 

Any new teacher, in spite of the confidence in 
one's own intelligence, would certainly like to have a 
little training. But since the technique and methods 
of teaching of each subject or group of subjects differ, 
it will not be proper to put new teachers of all different 
subjects in the same class; and it will not be practicable 
to conduct training classes for a few new teachers. So 
the best way out would be that the new teachers should be 
allowed or asked to attend the lectures of the Seniors, 
and during the initial stage of lecturing, prepare notes 
for a period and get them examined by the Seniors. I 
shall not suggest the idea of a Senior attending the 
class of a Junior new lecturer since that might make the 
new lecturer conscious, or affect the atmosphere of 
the class-room. 
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-----------------------------------------------------,--------------
Part I (GENERAL) 

Q.5. Evaluation of Past Experience : 

We agree that the standards in Indian education 
have been deteriorating. Some causes of this may be located 
in student life,.and others in the conditions of the 
teachers. 

students: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Most students wish to acquire a degree only in order 
to secure a good job. Such an attitude is the out
come of a mistaken conceptic-n of the value of academic 
education. This can b·e remedied if commercial and 
government offices remove the emphasis on university 
d~grees in the recruitment of their personnel. They 
could introduce appropriate tests for such recruitment. 

At present there is no satisfactory system of selec
tion to the university. Students without the requisite 
ability to profit by university education are thus · 
able to jcin our colleges. By sue~ indiscriminate 
flooding of the colleges no good results either to 
the students or to the community. Selection would 
not mean that those who are not selected would be 
at a disadvantage, because they could be diverted 
to non-academic institutions (such polytechnics) 
more suited to their special bent and ability. 
Whereas at the university they would have been mis
fits, at such institutions they would profit both 
themselves as well as the community, which is constant
ly in need of technically trained men. 

Students who, after admissions to colleges, tend to 
slack off, are still allowed to remain there (or 
transfer themselves from one college to another) 

••• 2/ 
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al·choueh their p erf0rmanc e shows no irr:p rovemen t. 
This is tho result of the lack of any satisfactory 
system of periodic test3 and assessment. 

(d) Students find it difficult, and often impossible, 
to compre~1.end :.ectures in a language in 1.o1hich they 
have been inncl.equ9.tely prepared at School. 

(e) The present system of exami!lation is not calculated 
to raise the academi~ standards. (See answer to 
Q. 21 of Part H!: - 'Higher Education'). 

(f) Ccur~es of study are often unrealistically set, 
show1.ng no a1vareness of the interests and capacities 
of present-·day s::udents. 

Teachers : 

(a) Conditions of service (such as salary and security) 
are not attractive enough to prevent talented people 
from going into more lucrative and secure profession~ 

(b) Lack of leisure. Le:i.~ure is essential for seri0us 
scholarship and proper pr~paration of valuable 
lectures. Though it is important that members of 
staff take part in extra-curricular activities, too 
many extra-curricular responsibilities must affect 
adverseJ:y their performance in the academic sphere, 
to which, after all, top priority~hould be given. 

(c) ·The diaproportionate student-teacher ratio which 
obtains in most colleges affects both the quality 
of teaching and the personal contact so important 
in academic life. 

National System of Educatic~ 

The edu~ational j.mplications of a democratic social
istic pattern of society are that equal opportunitie: 
for receiving all types of education should be open 
to every person, quite irrespective of caste, wealth. 
social position, religion, sex or personal influence 
The or.ly condition for admission to a university 
should be that certain academic requirements are 
sa tisf~.ed. 

From the fact that public funds are increasingly 
utilised for higher education, it r·.oes not· follow 
that the public has an unqualHied right to be 
admi ttE;d in spite of such above-mentioned require
ments not being satisfied. Public moneys must be 
utilised ie1 the mos)..: profitable manner, and to use 
them iL try:.'.ng t? educate academically those who 
are ur.Eulted for such education amounts to a waste 
of public fu:ids. 

• •. 3/ 
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Part III - HIGHER EDUCATION 

Q.5. The major causes for the present severe pressure 
of inadequately prepared students on admissions to the 
universities are : 

Q.6. 

(a) the impossibility of getting jobs without a 
university degree, 

(b) the notion that a degree confers social status, 
which is an asset in various walks of life (e.g. 
it is thought to increase the chances of marriage). 

Some measures to counteract this pressure on admissions : 

(a) 

' 
(b) 

(c) 

offering other,possibilities for non-academic 
trainings (as pointed out in the answer to Q.5. 
of Part I) such as technical institutes, polytechnics 
and centres for training in all sorts of crafts and 
skills which do not require a high degree of 
theoretical knowledge or intellectual attainments. 

bringing about a realisation in the world outside 
the university- the world of commerce{ industry 
etc. - that an academic degree does not qualify a 
man for a large number of jobs and is therefore not 
at all necessary in order to give him employment. 
(As a start, the Govenmment could decide not to 
make ufiiversity degrees the criteria of selection 
or promotions, but could devise its own departmental 
tests. Such practice may then be followed by other 
employers too). 

raising of the entrance age to colleges. Students 
who enter college at present are inadequately 
prepared and immature. As a result, the first two 
years of college amount tn practice to an extension 
of school, and academic work in the proper sense of 
the term cannot begin till after the Intermediate. 
If those students who intend going for higher 
education and are judged eligible for it by their , 
school record could be made to spend two more years 
at school, where they would be specially prepared · 
for college education, the colleges could at once 
begin to perform their proper task effectively and 
efficiently. 

Admissions to universities should be selective. 
As. Dr. D.S. Kothari writes, 11 Almost everywhere- I mean 
in advanced countries- ••• the gifted students- the 
most precious asset of a nation - are being given special 
attention. 11 * 

.. ••• 4/ 
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of the Edu6ation Commission, 2nd ~ctober, 1964, p. 19. 
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Q.13 Teaching methods cculd be improved in the direction 
of making stud~:mts participate more actively in the 
intellectual adventure. Present-day students, because 
inadequately prepared for college education, e-xpect 

Q.14. 

Q.16. 

the teachers to deal with every single topic in the syllabus 
and to cover the entire course in the lectures. Better 
equipped students w<'uld make su.ch spo,C'n-feeding unnecessary, 
thus allowing more time to be devoted to tutorials and 
discussicns, where the students would play_a more active 
role than at present. Methods of teaching which would 
encourage a mutual give-and-take between teacher and student 
are more in keeping with the aims of higher educatiC'n than 
a passive reception on the part of the students of what 
the teacher tells them in his lectures. 

Training in the use of the library should form an 
important part of college teaching, 

Wastage and stagnation in higher education would be 
reduced by (a) a system of selection and (b) a system of 
peri0dic and continuous assessment (as explained in the 
answer to Q.5 of Part I), and by (c) offering other 
facilities for non-academic training (as explained in the 
answer to Q. 5 of Part-III). 

Post-graduate education certainly plays a most 
important role in higher education, and its quality is an 
index of the worth of a university. In order to maintain 
a high standard in post-graduate work, the following may 
be recommended. : 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

It should be conducted by separate post-graduate 
departments in each subject, employing full-time 
rrofessors and readers. 

They should have an exceptionally good academic 
record, and should have done special work in their 
field. 

Their salaries should be commensurate with their 
attainments and responsibilities, leaving them 
free from financial worries. 

Their lectures should be published. 

They should be given facilities (of place and time) 
for further study and research. 

Post-graduate students should be admitted after very 
thorough testing by the department. 

Their progress should be carefully and continuously 
watched, and they should not be allowed to continue 
their studies if their performance falls below 
standard. 

• •• 5/ 
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(h) Written assignments should be a regular feature 
of their work, and sh0uld count t0wards the final 
grade. 

Q.17 To promote research habits the following are 
suggestPd : 

For Students : 

(a) Both examination by papers and the submission of 
a dissertation should count towards the getting of 
a degree. 

For Teachers : 

(a) Study-leave facilities. 

(b) Financial aid in the purchase of books and 
material. 

(c) Financial aid in the publication 0f research 
papers. 

Q.l8 A go0d teacher should not only prepare and 
deliver valuable lectures but should constantly renew 
his st0ck of knowledge and his c0ntact with recent 
developments in his subject. This can only be brought 
about by peri~dic research. 

Q.21. To improve the university examination system the 
following are recommended : 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

A c0mpletely new approach to paper-setting. The 
emphasis should be on discovering whether the 
student has a comprehensive grasp of his subject, 
the ability to answer questions relevantly and the 
ability to maintain his point of view by argument 
and evidence. Tests of memory should be reduced 
to the minimum. Paper-setters should be free to 
set any kind of question (from within the syllabus), 
unhampered by tbe pattern of the papers of previous 
years. This would eliminate the vicious practice 
of students consulting previous papers to discover 
what topics may be safely omitted from study. 

In subjects where convenient and possible the 
open-book system should be encouraged. This would 
als0 reduce to a minimum an unnecessary load on 
memory. 

Stricter vigilance at examinations. The serious 
implications of cheating sho~ld be brought home 
to students in the early stages of their 
academic career. 

• •• 6/-
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(d) Framing of the examination time-table to ensure 
that undue fat~gue is not caused to the 
candidates. 

(e) More examiners should be appointed per paper, 
thus reducing the load of correction work and 
making possible a fairer assessment of the 
papers. 

(f) Strict instructions should be given to the 
examiners not to allow any considerations other 
than those of merit to influence th~m in the 
assessment of papers. Misplaced concern for 
the future of the students has resulted in the 
deterioration of standards. If an examination 
is to be of any value, it should be clearly 
understood that the percentage of success should 
not be predetermined and artificially regulated. 
(For example, because in previous years 70 % of 
candidates have passed in a particular subject, 
it does not follow that - in the name of • 
preserving the standards - in the current year 
also about 70 % should be made to pass, by 
greater leniency in the correction.) 
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Knswers submitted by: Prof. A. J. Borde, M.A. 
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and 
Prof.(Mrs.) I.A.Borde,M.A. 
Prof. of Philosophy. 

========================================================== 
Ei;C&r Educ~ti~n 

~. Among the causes of this prfssure might be cited 
the following: 

1) Increase in popul~tion 
2) Spre~ding desire for hi~her education 
3) Prestige value of such hi~her education 
4) Emoluments, increments, promotions,etc. 

being connected with de~rees 
~> Unemployment · 
6) Lack of alternative courxes of study 

Measures suggested 

Short-t~rm measure~ 

(1) Provision of alternative courses, e.g. 
technical 

(2) Persu~ding the Gov~rnment and Commercial 
establishments not to tie up emoluments, 
increments etc. with degrees but with 
pr·fessional efficiency. 

~ng-term ~easures 

(1) Control of popul~tion 
(2) Rapid industrialisation and diversification 

of the economy, 

6. In principle YES, but the principle of 'Seleetion• 
has to be applied in our country with great caution and 
after c~reful consi0eration of certain historical and 
social facts of our national life. 

Sooe of the~e fact~ may be briefly stated as 
follows: 

(1) Education and intellectual enli~htenment hPVe 
been the monopoly of certain upper castes. Therefore there 
is naturally an increesin~ desire for hi2her education 
on the Part of those who were denied this in the past. 
This is-a demand for justice and must be as such accepted_. 

(2) University education still has social st~tus 
and presti2e value. Further mor€, as stated above, it is 
tied up with emoluments, increments,promotions etc. 

{3) 'Ability• or 'lack of ability• in the Indian 
society may well be a r€sult of cert~in social 
organisations, e.r. unequ?l opportunities due to caste-
system. 

In vi€W of tti~: 

(1) the principle of sel€ction in this country •••• 
contd.2. 
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can only be applied provided there is a just social 
order and there are equal opportunities with due vreightage 
to the. backl11ard classes and tribes .• 

(2) and secondly for some time at least, some 
degree of university education should be available to all 
who desire it. 

Implementation of. the princi pJ a of Se.l,ection 

1Nhen the above-mentioned transitional stage 
is over, selection might be made with the help of certain 
intelligence, 8.pti tude and ability tests which should be 
given either at the higher secondary stage or prior to 
entrance to the university. 

9. The increasing desire for higher education has 
to be accepted. But: 

(1) adequate facilities and equipment are not 
available to meet this demand; 

(2) secondly owing to poverty and backward 
economic conditions, many deserving and good students 
are forced to earn. 

For these reasons part-time education should 
be made a.vailable by means of -

(1) evening classes . 
(2) correspondence courses, wherever feasible 
(3) external degrees in certain faculties. 

10. Yes, much of the work which is being done, 
particularly, in the first two years of our university, 
is really of the school stage. 

The following meesures might prove useful to 
raise stand.grds: 

(~) The period of high-school education should 
be lengthened by a year or two during which some of 
the subjects which are done in the first two years in 
College, are dealt with. . 

'l'his would ensure thet the student who enters 
college is older Bnd more mature. 

(2) There should be three-year-degree courses. 

(3) The medium of instruction in the school and 
College must be the same or atleast the student entering 
college must be at home in the mfdium of instruction 
at the college level. 

(4) To ensure continuous work on the part of 
students, a system of regular internal tests should be 
evolved. 

(~) The present system of imparting equcation 
should be overhauled, i.e. lecturE's, tutorials etc. 

(6) To eliminate the predominance of 'Guides' 
'Notes' etc. stereotyped examination questions have to 
be avoided. 

(7) For better teP.chrr-student and student
student contacts, more and better college-hostel facilities 
should be provided. 

c ontd .3. 
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(8) N.c.c. should not be compulsory. 

The existing system should be critically evaluated 
from time to time (a) by honestly examinin~ the 
relevance and value of certain subjects (b) and by 
making the syllabus more flexible. 

13. (1) Orientetion courses for teachers 

(3) Training in teaching methods 

(3) R~fr.sher courses fro~ time to time 

(4) Faculty-wise 8nd more effective academic 
contacts. 

(s) Grants to tePchers to build up priv~te 
libraries. 

(6) More inter-disciplinary contacts within a 
College 

(7) Freedom to experiment with the syllabus 

(8) More emphasis on student-teacher and 
teacher-teacher contacts 

(9) A better student-teacher ratio 

(10) Better salary scales in relation to 
cost of living for teachers -

(11) Provident-Fund-cum-pension facilities 

(12) n~sidential quarters for teachers 

12, Yes, it would be good to have Honours and 
pass courses to cater to the difftring needs and 
abiliti~s of different students. 

Under this scheme Honours courses should have 
longer duration talent may be a basis for selection 
for nonours courses 

This scheme, while meeting the demand for a 
degree, would also ensure serious work at the Honours 
level. 

v:;. (1) A country like ours going through difficult 
times, Provides enough causes for unrest. 

{2) Irresponsible political leadership 

{3) Still many unsolved issues, like the language 
problem. 

(4) Mat~~ - lack of definite goals and 
purposiveness in our whole national life. 

' 
(~) Other causes over which educationists have 

no control. 

M_e_~~ (1) A reatly £xactin~, satisfying 
and challenging system of education which will grip the 
minds of students, excite them 1 and utilise all their 
mentBl and physical energies~ t2) Fruitful spare time 
activities e.g. adequate library facilities, social 
service proj0cts, Pnd d~velopment of constructive hobbies. 

con td .4. 
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18. Universities should really be centres of 
research, but in colleges also research should be 
possible and encouraged but need not be insisted upon. 

INhenever a teacher shows any research-interest 
or promise, he should be given every facility and 
encouragement. 

26. YES, we think higher education should be in 
the concurrent list, despite its possible disadvantages. 
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Head of the Departmen 
of Sanskrit. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------· 
I. GENERAL 

Q.5. It is true that standards in Indian Education have been 
deteriorating. The causes of such deterioration are : 

1. Lack of keen foresight on the part of the Gentrai 
Government Education Minister. · · 

2. Absence of coordination between the various states 
among themselves as well as with the Centre with 
regard to the execution of any uniform scheme or 
plan connected with education •. · , 

3, Ministers holding the portfolio of education go on 
changing and every new minister does not necessarily 
stick to the earlier plan or commitments. In fact 
each new minister likes to have a stamp of his own. 
This is considered to be the only department where 
introducing radical changes does not have an 
immediate effect and so utmost precaution is not 
taken before making any new experiment. 

Q.9. National emotional integration can be developed by adoptlng 
a policy of planned student and teacher exchanges between 
the various universities in the country. Educational . 
tour-programmes during vacations should be so arranged that 
students get an opportunity to observe and appreciate 
various cultures in differ.ent provinces. 

III - HIGHER EDUCATION : 

Q.5. At present there is a severe pressure of inadequately 
prepared students on admissions to the universities. The 
reasons for this are as follows : 

Q.6. 

Q.18. 

1. Every student has a right to higher education as 
soon as he passes a particular examination of sse 
stand arc)-. 

2, Fascination of a degree as the only means of 
increasing one's capacity to earn money. 

3. He finds no other avenue open. 

Admission to the university should be select! ve. Passing 
the sse Examination may be looked upon as a minimum quali
fication for an employment, but not necessarily enough for 
going in for Higher Education. Special intelligence tests 
should be administered by the universities for those 
desirous of Higher Education. But provision of employment 
has to be made for those who are not found qualified for 
Higher Education. This would save a lot of wastage of 
money and energy of the students, Moreover even after 
admitting students for Higher Education, weeding out of 
the underserving should be done from time to time. 
Research is primarily dependent upon the aptitude and keen 
desire of the teacher, Other factors such as library 
facilities, time at the disposal of the teacher etc. are 
only s~condary. The provision for these should be made 
by the College, 
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M.A.,Ph.D.,LL.B. 

Lecturer in Sanskrit. 

------------------------------------------------------------------

Q.1 

Q.4. 

Q.5 

Q.6 

I. GENERAL 

The post-independence period is certainly remark
able for a quantitative or r.umerical expansion of 
education. The failure consists in its inability 
to impart the right type of education which is 
determined by the quality-value and by its 
productivity with regard to real intellectual 
development. 

Priority is not given to education, the most vital 
matter in the progress of any country, at any 
stage. We have committed the blunder of putting 
the cart before the horse. Industrial and educa
tional development should fo:t.low a parallel 
course and the latter requirement could not be 
def~rred to future planning. Bad education saps 
intellectual growth and character. Over- emphasis 
on industrial and technical expansion has resulted 
in the loss oi' values of life and has exclusively 
bred acquisitive impulse a!I!ong pecrple. It is not 
realized that sound education accelerates even 
material prog~ess by bringing about ability and 
integrity. 

Deterioration is due to dilution and diffusion, 
breadth v1ithout depth. We have misfits in 0ur 
higher educational institutions. They are 
unqualified and v1hat :;.s ·Horse, uninterested. This 
leads to indiscipline and disrespect (for the 
teachers), which tend to demoralize even the 
teachers. who are actually the pillars of the 
society.' 

I believe that th~re should be a single uniform 
system of education pre¥alent in all the 
universities 0f the country. The uniformity 
should be effected in all matters such as medium 
of instruction, course, curriculum, syllabus, 
examinatiC'n-system, admission-standard, standard 
of judgment etc. This alone can foster national 
unity by eliminating all anomalous and dis
criminating situations. Education in the 
country becomes a homogeneous affair an~ the 
various universities would serve as convenient 
vehicles of imparting common education, Further, 
educational reforms can take place much more 
easily on the national level l.Jy the decisions of 
a central pool of eminent educationists. Thereby 
immatur~ and par0chial local tend~ncies would not 

•.. 2/ 
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be able to thrive. A continuous process of 
renewal is possible only in one single national 
body of representative educationists. Opportu
nities for rapid developm~nt and execution of 
educational values would also be intensified. 
The common national objectives could be easily 
implemented without any dissipation. Again a 
common nation-wide system is in its very nature 
a brake against dis"intE?gration, because it makes 
inter-communication possible. 

III - HIGHER EDUCATION 

Admissions to the tmiversity should be necessarily 
selective and restrictive •. Constitutionally, not 
all are capable of receiving higher education. 
It is doubtlqss that not all can have the zeal to 
undergo the rigorous discipline that the pursuit 
of higher knowledge entails. For ensuring right 
selection examinations should be made stiffer and 
more challenging so that they become a reasonably 
reliable standard of judging the calibre of a 
student. Even in higher education there should 
be a gradual tapering so that lesser talents are 
weeded out at every higher stage. This would 
automatically raise the standard of students, 
because it makes it possible to demand greater 
and greater academic distinction from the success
ful student. With other alternative avenues like 
the Polytechnics coming up, wastage and stagna
tion can be avoided. 

Improvement in financial condition, in conditions 
of ser,rice, and other f~cili ties can ensure 
better teachers in the field. 

Anything that would de!eat the use of'so-called 
guidG-books and catechisms should be devised. 
Text-books should be good and interesting with 
all due aids provided. They may be changed every 
year. There should .be greater room for unseen 
passages. Questions should also be of an 
objective type which may elicit from the students 
knowledge, grasp, intelligent, original approach 
and criticism. Where it is not possible to have 
'obj ectiv~ questions, assessment should be without 
any unnecessary leniency. Stereotyped answers 
may be given minimum credit. Tightening of the 
administrative machinery is also essential. 
Periodical tests, assignments, seminars should 
be given importance more than merely as a 
requirement. 

In the end I feel that this laudable work of our 
Education Ministry in the form of setting up of this 
comprehensive Commission would be reduced to a mere 
academic adventure, if the Commission's considered 
recommendations are not immediately and wholeheartedly 
carried out, without any ado of administrative and 
financial difficultiE-s. I have sensed a general feeling 
of scepticism and apathy among teachers with regard to 
the possible success of the mission by which the 
Commission is inspired. 
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Q.6 

Q.10 

Q.21 

Answers to soll:o o;': the quasticms j.ssued by the 
Education Commission. 

The admission to Universities should be selective 
because this would help us to raise the standards. 

Only those students who get marks ·~0 % and above 
at the sse examination should be admitted to 
colleges. Those who get 45% and above at the 
Intermediate should be admitted to graduate 
courses. Similarly, those who get 45 % and above 
at tho grnduate level, should be admitted to post
graduate courses. 

It does appear that "it is our second degree that 
is comparable to the first degree in advanced 
countries." The most important defect in our 
curric1.1lum is that vle never mal-::e the students 
think for themselves. Even criticism is reproduced 
from books. The stude~ts should be asked to write 
essays on various·topics that are included in the 
syllabus and they should be asked to write what 
they think, 

In addition to this, the exa:nination system also 
needs to be changed •. The examinations at present 
test the memory of a student and his capacity to 
reproduce rather than his originality. The 
questions aeked should be such as vTould require 
the students to exprass their own views with their 
reasons for holding them, 
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============================================================= 
. 

' .. f •• Part I. 

6. A national system of educAtion should 
aim at: · 

(1) Uniform standards of education in all 
provinces. 

(2) Equal opportunities to all deserving 
students to make progress 

(3) The standard should be essentially 
very high 

(4) There should be a unifying language or 
lAngueges for inter-communication · , 

(~) The national interest should always be 
kept in view i.e. to make available suitably educ~ted 
personnel for the welfare of the country 

(6) Education should reflect the national 
ac vrell as ·the Human culture. 

(7) The system should have standards comparable 
to it~ counterpart in other countries of the world. 

Pat't III 

19. (1) Encouragement of young and fresh talent 

(2) Reasonable financial guarantee to prevent 
too much attraction by other high paying jobs •. 

(3) Exchange programmes with other deve'loped 
countries. 

(4) Ir~depedennt research units with liberty 
to each research worker to pursue his line of thought 

(~) Teams engaged in projects of high 
standards. 

(6) Recognition of merit of research workers 
by ai,.,TArds. 

(7) Good equipment assuredly supplied to 
talented research workers. 

(8) Generous grants to research workers 
without too many administrative complications. 

(9) Seminars given by distinguished 
personnel from Indian as well as from abroad 
by invitation. 
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========================================================== 
General 

~. Yes. One of the causes is the increasing number 
of students and t~e unebailability of teachers to pay 
individual attentlon. The system of tesching should be 
improved and the curriculum should be given more importance. 
A student when he comes to the University must have some 
backgroun? to ~he subject he chooses. The subject 
at the unlverslty level should not be an introduction to 
him but he should have alreedy made an acquaintance with 
the subject at the secondary school level. 

8. The man who is educated will have better 
judgement from theoretical as well as practical experiences. 

9. By National-disciplinBry schemes, which will ~ ·· 
include (a) behaviour of the individual who will 
not be dragged by existing incorrect social customs, 
(b) basic values of life, such as truth and brotherly 
relations. 

1~. This should be applicable particularly to the 
science graduates. This can be achieved by prescribing 
simi·lar books by authorised persons, so that the diversity 
in the recognition of degrees from various universities 
will be minimiseu. 

Higher education 

1. University te?chers should be made available to 
the school at le~st once a month to hold debates and 
seminars on the subjec~ in which they are interested. 

4(a) A person should feel that he or she is self-
dependent 

(b) One should have personal independent judgement. 

6. students should be diverted from the science · 
and the arts courses to specialised training in short-term 
courses such as= 

ij) Small scale industries schemes 
b) Courses in carpentry 
c) LaborBtory technician's courses 
d) CoursE's in routine work in pathological 

laboratories. 

9. The lectures arranged by the university should 
lay particular stress on the basic princi~les so that the 
student should easily grasp whatever he reads for his 
study. In short the mechanism of teachin~ should be such 
as to m?ke the student indePendent in leRrning as far ?S 

possible. 

12. The admissions to the Honours c0urses should 
be on the basis of ability as the student who is not 
well read in the particular subject may do well in the 
general course. 

13. Universities c:m arrange summer schools evfry 
contd .2. 
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year at various institutions so that the maximum number 
of toach~rs can take advantage of it. The method of 
teaching at colleges besides lecturing, should be through 
discussions and seminars so that th~ students learn to 
make use of Library facilities. · 

1~. If the teacher-student relation is improved, that 
is, if a group of students is put under the care of a 
teacher for the whole ecademic year then there is the 
possibility of improving discipline Bmongst the student. 

Films on discipline, and hygiene rather than 
lectures may improve the situation. 

16. All the post-greduate departments should be 
University D~partments. · 

The research guides wto are specialised in their 
subjects can arrange the lectures in their institutions for 
the benefit of the students. 

The Colleges should arrange discussions or 
seminars every week, under the supervision of the post
graduate teacher. Visits to other institutions may also 
help to some extent. 

17. If a research project' is undertaken by the team, 
it will be a great help to the individual worker. The other 
specialised agencies should allow the use of instruments 
for this project if they are not available at that 
institution. The university can provide financial 
assistance to the research scholars. 

20. (a) It 1s advisable thBt the junior teacher 
should observe the experienced teacher lecturing (b) The 
junior teacher should take the tutorials where the number 
of students is small and can be kept under control. 

21. Every candidate,if possible, should be examined 
orally, where the objective questions can be asked. 
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============================================================= 
III. Higher Educatjan 

4. Higher education should be geared to the 
needs of the nation. e.g. a much greater effort should 
?e made to improve the utilisation of modern methods 
1n.agricultural which has been one of our greatest 
fa1lures. 

~. The reasons for inP.dequately prepared 
students on admission to universities: 

1. The numbers of students are very lar~e 
in relation to the facilities for teachin~ -

. 0 

are few. 
2. Teachers in schools are untrained and 

3. Teachers are very ~adequately paid. 

4. ~he language problem. 

6. There should be at least two standards of 
institutions to cater to the needs of the average 
students and thosewho are above average. 

12. I think that this is an excellent proposal. 
In fact I would go further end SPY that separate 
institutions should be set up particularly in Sciences 
and Tect:nology to which the really talented students 
should be admitted from, say, the intermediPte stage 
of the ordinary colleges. The standard of admission 
should be strict e.g. as at the Indian Institutes 
of Technology and only a few students should be 
selected for these courses purely on merit. 

13. I feel that to.improve the facilities, 
teaching, and conditions of work in university colleges 
thr following be implemented:-

(a) The teachers on the whole should be 
given a better status as regEtrds salaries 1;1nd security 
of tennure. It is not possible for a teBcher to put 
in his best efforts unless he has a certain self
respect and, freedom from financial difficulties. 

(b) Teachers should be then chosen by the 
applications of strict standards of qualificati9ns and 
other academic distinctions e.g. rrsearch. 

(c) The Government, U.G.c. or other agencies 
should subsidise colleges so that better facilities 
are made available. 

(d) Special teacher trainin~ courses should 
be made available for keeping teachers up-to-date with 
their subj&cts and if necessary they may be asked to 
attend thrse compulsorily. 
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============================================================= 
H;lg.ber Educatj on Ill 

1. Universities can improve education at the 
school stage by fixing higher standards for entrance 
to the universities. 

2. By providing education to all those who 
want it •. 

~. Pre~sure on universities can be relieved by 
opening more Polytechnic schools and similar other 
institutions which will divert flow of students who join 
universities to'qualify for jobs. 

6. It should be left to the University concerned. 

7. Each university should have a definite purpose 
behind it. It is no use creating new universities when 
the existing ones are not functioning well. 

8. YEs. It should be similar to CAL TECH or ~IT 
which have evolved·their own standards. It should be an· 
independent body without university influence. 

9. By giving facilities to students to.appear for 
the examination in isolated subjects so that an employed 
student can secure hi~her education at the time available 
to him. · 

10. No. Our syllabi are comparable to advanced 
countries but method of treatment is element8ry. 

11. Yes. 
natural result. 
teachers. 

Education has gone to masses and it is a 
It can be bettered by creating better 

12. Yes. Talentrd persons must get education 
according to their needs and wbich can satisfy their 
intellectual appetite. 

13. Improving conditions of living of teaching 
faculty. Improving teaching and knowledge by 
organising intensive seminars, summer schools and 
refresher courses. 

16. Yes. Better developed post-graduate 
departments at the universities 8nd colleges where 
facilities for research are adequately provided. 

17. 
Export 
retain 

Research should get top priority in education. 
of research workers should stop and attempts to 
good workers should we made. 

contd.2. 
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18. It should be left to the institutions. 
Teaching and research should go hand in hand. 

19. By providing him security of service, free 
education to his family,and rfcognition of his merit. 

20. Yes. Summer schools in every university. 

24. It should be a fully autonomous body with 
financial eid without any strings. 

26. Yes. If all the universities agree to it. 

27. Yes. Each one with a definite object and 
definite field of specialisation. 
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HiKher Education. 

6. It will be wrong to deny admi~~ion to the 
university to anyone who is eligible to be admitted 
and who promises to abide by all the rules and 
regulations of the university. 

If, ho~ever, the study during first two years 
in college is so formulPted that a good demand is made 
on the student's intelligence ~nd less on his memory 
(unfortunately at presnnt a good GrPmmer is a good 
student) a large bulk of the student group will realise 
its Position and will drop out at this stage. Secondly 
a student must not be allowed to take the same examinatior 
more than once. Thus whatever wastage we have to face 
will be over within two years, 

Once a student has passed through 
barrier, there will not be many chpnces of 
failing in future examinations. 

k\dmhcdon to post-graduate stnd;y: 

this tough 
his 

• 

Teacher's opinion on the student's mental 
capacity should be the sole criteria for the students 
admission to post-graduate study. 

Higher Education 

16. (1) Post-graduate study must be given top 
priority in university education. 

(2) In the study of Natural Sciences, the 
student must be given full freedom to plan his work 
in the laboratory. The presEnt practice of 
appointing demonstrators for post-graduate students 

.has deprived the student of an opportunity to plan 
ones work. 

(3) The university should invite top 
authorities on the subject, from all over India to 
lecture to the student 

(4) The university should also make arrangements 
for the post-graduate st~dents to take advantage of all 
the laboratory facilities available in the 
university. 

(~) After the student has successfqlly taken 
the post-graduete degree examination he should be 
asked to submit to a pannl. of experts a scheme in a 
field of his subject in which he has the greatest 
interest. A few examples of schemes that may be 
prescribed by a university can _be:-

(a) A scheme to carry out research in a 
particular field, supported by his reading of latest 
publications in the subject. 

contd .2. 
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(b) A scheme depicting the problems that a 

particular industry in India faces end how they can 
be solved. Again supported by references from 
literature and publications. 

(c) Exhaustive account of administrative 
and labour problems facing a particular industry in 
India and different attempts made to solve them. 
Again supported by his readings. 

There can be many more schemes of this type • 

. A student can be given six months time to 
submit any ohe of the schemes prescribed by the 
University. At the end of this p€riod he appears 
bEfore a pannel of experts to defend the stand he 
took in the scheme he prEsented. 
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Hi g het,_~d IJ~t.l.9..!l 

1 & 20. Schoolroucation should not be a part of 
the function of the universit~ [f the University takes 
over Secondary Education, thet would be a retrograde 
step. Education of mature youn~ men and women is the 
main job of the university. But the university can help 
improve secondary education by improving Teachers' 
Traininr and Education. Every university should 
organise a Department of Education for training 
secondary school teachers and junior collegiPte teachers. 

2. Morning & Evening class and correspondence 
courses should be organized by the unive-~sity. The 
university should also conduct Extra-Mural lectures 
for the public . 

3. The function of the university is to produce 
mature, healthy-minded, enlightened citizens. 
The main concern of the university is, that way, with the 
individuPl who should be so educated as to know the 
proper ordering of his loyalties. A university 
which ach~eves this objective amply fulfils the claims -
local, regional, national end Blso international. 

4. Some universities are concerned with rE,search 
only, some try to develop only leadership while some 
are concerned with producing good citizens. 

In our country, under the present 
circumstance's, our universi tiE'S must be mostly of the 
third type, thou~h they will have to take upon themselves 
to s.ome extent all the thr(' e functions. Our society has 
remained backt·Tard through centuriEs; enlightenment was 
denied to the people for hundreds (or even thousands) 
of years. Our main concern to day must be to have an 

Enlightened society end that must be done 1d th a 'spir-it 
of revaluation'. For at least two more decades -
(last 17 yECars have· definitely been ·,rasted) '"e cannot 
afford the luxury of comparisons with advanced 
countries of the world. The guiding principlE·s for 
the expansion of Hi~her Fducation in the neer future 
should be: 

(1) Every individual has a right to 
enlightenment-to be a good citizen of the State; 
University education upto the First Degree should not 
be denied to him. 

(2) Every individual hPs a right to be 
educBted through his Natural Language, which is so 
essential for understanding, for original thinking, for 
creating enthusiasm for education Pnd for generating 
purposefulness in an individual. 

contd.2. 
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( I personally feel that (i) the clamour 
for education through an unnatural lFJn~uage, say 
Enrlish or Sanskrit or Hindi (ii) cry of 'falling 
standards; (iii) denial of opportunities to · 
economically back<.vard students to educate themselves 

,while earning for their families; (iv) cry of 
academic freedom in danger'- these are all symptoms 
of the same dangerous disease (centuries old) -
urge of the upper classes ( perhpas sub-conscious urge) -
to keep the monopoly of education with themselves. 
~odey Indian universities are entirely within their 
control - theGovernment is slowly slipping out of 
their h~nds. What I see today in the field of Indian 
Education is nothing else but a desperate bid to 
keep the hold on education by conservative classes who 
hRVe no spirit of enterprise - much less of revolution) 

~. The s.s.c. curriculum today is definitely 
wider and more comprehensive than what it was 20 years 
af!O. Ho•·rever, the studentta:lay enters the university 
at a lower age and is comparatively immature (the 
entrance age has definitely fallen by about two years 
during the last two decades). Many of the students are 
'new students' without any/background in the family. 
~hirdly, the students preoaration - wh•ther it is 
adequate or other,..,rise - is not properly judged owing 
to the difference in the medium. The sudden shift in 
the medium at this stage is to some extent conducive to 
2pnarent lowering of standards. 

Minimum age for entrance to the univesity 
must be fixed -at 16 yrs., and it should be 
raised to 17 after some yea~. 

Change in the medium of instruction is 
absolutely essential. It should also be recognised 
that ··•ith large scele expansion of education, which is 
so essential, some lowering of standards is inevitable. 

6. No~ Not for 20 yrs at lePst~ ~elective 
admissions would perpetuate the social injustice in 
our country. 

7. l"loney should not be soent on estf!,blishing 
new universities, for some years to come. 1hose 
existing should be developed, reformed and reoriented. 

8. 'Autonomous Institutions'is a good idea; but 
I feel that time is not opportune for such .an endeavour. 
Re-orientation of education to national ideals through 
effective control is the need of the day. 

9. The universities must organise nart time 
education ::~nd co rres nondence coursc·s, under their 
direct control: · 

10. It is too prem8ture to comnare ourselves 
with the Advanced Countries who were not under foreirrn 
colonial domination for· long period , like us. · 
Secondly, the age at which the first degree is taken 
in the advanced countrifs is hi~her than that in our 
country. Thirdly, their education is impArted 
throu~h their natural language. So the standard 
of curriculum cannot be raised without raising the age. 
I feel such a reform is not an urgent reform and can 
certainlv WPit. Boards of StudiPs in universities 
and the Academic Councils should r~view and revise 
the syllabuses from time to time. No other machinery 
is nt:ces~ary. 

contd.3. 
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11. Colleges come into existence 1.rith the 
sanction of the university. It is the university 
again.which is com~etent to judge and also to 
control the standard of a College. the universities 
must help the colleges to maintain the standards. 
I don't think it is necessary to control exPansion. 
(I would add that a standPrd of an institmtion, 
however, should not be judged on heresy. 
~here must be an effective way ofjU~jing the 
stendPrd of a collrge by university, in an impartial 
manner) · 

12. Admissions to the post-~raduatr courses may 
be decided on talent. 

13,19,17 & The brilliant st•ndents of todey are mostly 
18. career-minded. They tP.ke professional 
courses after the intermediate stage and are lost 
to the academic field where they are most suited end 
also most netded. A student of today is P teacher 
after ten. years. This exodus of intelligence from 
the academic field is bound to ill-affect the general 
standard of education in our country, sooner or later. 
There must be good careers in academic line and in 
research work which would attract and retain brilliant 
youngmen. The salaries and grades of the teaching 
staff and .research worke~s should be attractive. 
1his is not difficult if the country realises that 
building up a good pattern of education is as good as 
building up the nation. Crores of rupees are spent 
in building up dams end bridqes, but as the recPnt 
happehings indicate that, if there is no proper system 
of c:ducation, mad sections of our own people might 
explode the$e dams ~nd bridges some day, as ignorant 
s tooglGs of some foreign cult. I would therefore 
suggest that Union Government and the State 
Governments should teke uron themselvesthe 
responsibility of creating and financin~ well paid 
posts even in private institutions. I would suggest 
that the Union Government should give one Professor 
and the State Government should Pive one Reeder to 
every Lepartment of every College, with attractive 
salaries. 

The teacher should have more leisure or 
spere time (from his regular work and, Private 
tuition vmrk) to widen his horizon. 1:hero should be 
study-leave , refresher courses, leave for undertaking 
research work • He should have sense of stabUity, 
security and enough to rely upon after retirement. 
The collegiate service should be Pensionable. 
An arnbi tious teacher must have opnortt•ni ty to rise 
to the top most position in the institution where he 
is working. Mobility should be checked. 

1~. Discarding the 'rod' at the school level 
has mainly contributed to the recent upsurge 
of indiscipline. (The sesne of fear has gone from 
child's mind. Fear, respect a~~ love is the· nroper 
sequence in child's attitude t~,!eacher) Other factors 
are: 

(1) students are highly susceptible to the 
inflUE:·nce of• the films 

(2) no enthusiams for learning it being 
in an Unnatural S€·t Up - real plcrsure Of le'a~dership 
is lost on them. 

contd.4. 
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(3) over-crowding & mob-ment~lity 

. (4) misuse by political And quasi-politic~l 
organisf!tions. 

N.C.C. 

(~) parentst atti6ude to teachers 

Measures suggested: 

(1) Discipline should be enforced through 

(2) Vacation projects should be organised 
by the University through Youth 11lelfere Departments. 

(3) Genuine students grievances should be 
redressed with open mind. 

(4) Unive· sity should org~nise student 
movement. 

21. 11 The teacher should be the examiner11 is the 
best motto. Attempts should be m?de to bring the 
present practice as near to this motto as possible. 

There should be inte~nal examinations 
throughout the year and should be counted for final 
gradation. 

Colleges, to start w'th, should be d~vided 
in small grpups and each group should conduct its 
examinations. The groups should be reduced in size 
as years pass. b'inP lly every institution will hold 
its examinations. University should not be an 
examining b.ody. 

22,23,24. U.G.C. should have more authority and more 
funds. It should not be just a ''Grants 1 Commission'! 
Even the name may be changed. It should be formed 
into en 11 Authority11 for development of Indian 
University Education. It should have effective 
control over all universities. Representatives of 
Universities should be on the 11 Authority11 

27. Idea of a central University in each State 
is ·a good, but premature idea. No useful purpose will 
be served under the present circumstances; only it 
will create arrogant class in the Academic field 
of our c ::mntry. 
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~. There hP.s been a very common criticism thRt 
standards in Indian Education have been deteriorating. 
Do you agree with this view? If so, wha.t in your opinion, 
are the causes of such deterioration? 

Ans. I agree with the above view. The causes are 
(i) the need felt by the country for mAss nroduction · 
of technicians and the consequent dem8nd of quantity 
rather than quelity. (ii) easy procurement of a good 
job with a degree that has very little merit behind it. 
(iii) study not for the sake of the subject but for 
acquiring a minimum qualification for a job. (iv) Necessity 
to te8Ch at and set questions of a lower standard to suit 
the average students who form a majority of students 
studying that subject. (v) teniency in the examination 
system in order to mP-intain a certain percentage of 
passes. 

13. 1~hat mensures would you suggest to improve 
the facilities, teeching methods and conditions -of work 
in Universities and colleges? 

Ans. (1) ·Expansion of libraries to include all 
up-to-d~te books on the subjects. 

(2) Financial assistance to the teRcher to 
purchase books on his subject. 

(3) Less and proper distribution of extra
curricular work. 

(4) Ho·using facilities near the college or 
university. 

(h) Rooms for individu81 staff members or 
for department$. 

(6) More rEspect and co-operation from non
teaching stpff of the college or university. 

(7) 8~minars and diPcussions on teaching metho~s. 

(8) Closer contact of all staff members 
of the subject from different colleges through a central 
body which will facilitate exchange of ideas. 

(9) Financial assistance from time to time 
in proportion to rising cost of living. 

1~. What factors have contributed to the upsurge 
of indiscipline among students and what are the short 
rnnge end long rgnge measur~s which should be taken to 
improve the situation? 

(1) Lack of interest and sincerity of purpose 
in the students. 

contd.2. 
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(2) Education under compulsion end not out 
of zeal to acquire knowledge 

(3) Indifference of societv towards teAchers 
and the taught 

(4) Loose talk about the te8ching profession 
by the elders. 

situation 
those who 

(~) Unnecessary magnification of the 
by the politicians, Government Gfficers and 
are responsible for the same. 

(6) Actions on the part of college authorities 
which create an impression that staff is the servant 
~nd students the master. 

(7) Protection afforded to some bad elements 
by authorities because of outside nressure. 

(8) Diffidence in the minds of teachers that 
their actions against such students may not be supported 
by higher authorities. 

(9) Lpck of strong action egainst student
offenders. 

(10) Unwillingness on the oart of the parents 
to recognise the fact that they are mAinly responsible 
for the indiscipline of their wards and acceptance of 
the responsibility of the same. 

of the 
to the 

(11) Impressing on the minds of the children 
necessity to re~pect elders and giving,expression 
same in their daily behaviour. 

(12) Improvement in the elders in their attitude 
towards teaching and the te~chers. This is to be done 
by themselves throy.gh self-teaching end thinking. 

The measures are sugge~ted in the above causes 
themselves. 

18. How would you balance the claims of teaching 
end research in (a) Colleges (b) UniV:eJSities. 

Ans. itcsr::-~erch should not be the main task of a 
College teach€~ and should not be insisted upon by the 
authorities. It should be the main consideration of 
university teachers. College teachers should no doubt 
keep in constant touch with the develonments in their 
subjects. If a college teacher is not looked down upon 
because he is not doing any research in his subject, he . 
can devote more attention towards reading for the tePching 
of his subjects. 1Ni th the immense amount of teachinf! 
and extra-curricular work thPt a teacher has to do these 
days he cPnnot find time to do research. Add to this 
the financial tension, accommode.tion end travel probl~ms 
:md we can well understand why no-t- much research isn86'ne 
by college te~chers. If ther~fore whatever time is 
left is given by·such a teacher towards keeping in 
touch with his subject, towards thinking about new ways 
of teAching, he will be a much better teacher. 
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Q.12 It has been suggested that Honours courses should be 
introduced at the University stage (having the same or 
larger duration than the Pass courses) that the admission 
to them should be strictly limited on the basis of talent? 
What is your view of the proposal. 

Q.13 

Personal views : 

( i) 

( ii) 

(iii) 

( iv) 

( v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

The Honours courses should be introduced in place 
of the present BA and BSc pass-courses. 

Three years' duration after the two-year Inter
mediate or pre-degree course. 

Admissions to gifted students only. 

These courses should be comparable to those of 
any Foreign University. 

Fifty percent of the admitted students should be 
given Merit Scholarships. 

There· should be an additional two-hour paper in 
one of the'languages (1) German (2) French and 
( 3) Ru:ssian" 

At the end of each of the first two years there 
should be a University Examination conducted by 
internal paper-setters and examiners; and, :~t the 
e~d of the third year, the University Examination 
sh-:-uld be cc•nducted by both internal and external 
Examiners and paper- setters. 

What measures would you suggest to improve the facilities, 
teaching methods and conditions of work in Universities 
and Colleges ? 

Suggested Measures : 

(i) During the summer vacation every University should 
conduct -

( 1) 
(2) 

( 3) 

( 4) 

seminars 
Lecture series on advanced topics outside 
the.syllabus 
Group discussions on teaching points 
syllabus and Examination system. 
Instruction classes in Research techniques 
for gifted college teachers. 

These a~tivitles should be under the guidance of 
outstanding Indian and Foreign scholars and 
Prof e.3 sor s. 
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( 11) 

(iii) 

( iv) 

( v) 
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University departments should concentrate on 
Research programmes and teaching in that connec
tion. Post-graduate teaching should be left to 
college-teachers. 

For a post-graduate teacher, the lecturing hours 
should not be more than seven hours (7 hrs) per 
week. Such teachers should be encouraged to do 
research in the University Departments. The 
salary of such a teacher should be the same as 
that of a Reader in the University Department. 

Recruitment to the University Departments should 
be on merit and on All-India basis. Knowledge 
of Regional languages should not be a condition 
(as it is at the University of Poona). 

Minimum qualificati0ns of a college lecturer 
should be (a) First Class B.A. or B.Sc. and 
(b) First Class M.A. or M.Sc. 

A teacher should be promoted to the position of 
the Professor immediately after ten years of 
teaching experience. · 

A college lecturer or professor should not have 
more than ten hours (10 hrs) of lecturing work 
inclusive of tutorials per week. 

The salary of a college lecturer should be the 
same as that of a University Lecturer; and, that 
of a college professor should be the same as that 
of the University Reader. 

Teachers in Private Colleges should obtain the 
same benefits (Pension, Provident Fund, etc.) 
as those of the Government Colleges. 

A college teacher should be entitled for minimum 
three-year study leave with full pay at the end 
of every twelve years of service. City Colleges 
should provide accommodation for their teachers 
or give house-rent and city allowances at 
Government rates. 

What measures would you recommend for reducing wastage 
and stagnation in higher education ? 

The reasons for wastage and stagnation are : 

(i) Mass Education AND 
(ii) Social conditions 

Suggested Measures : 

( 1) 

( 11) 

Admissions to colleges and Universities should 
be restricted to the talented only. 

Pre-matric and Matric syllabi (especially in 
science and Mathematics) should be revised in 
such a way that a fresher in the College should 
not experience a vast gap between what he learnt 
in the school and what he is learning in the 
college. 
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Every poor but talented student should be given 
a scholarship. 

of examination 
Introduce the Internal system/at all levels and 
give as much importance to it as to the perfor
mance in the Final Examinati0ns. 

Q-26 Should higher educati0n be in the concurrent list ~ 

YES 

Q.15 What fact0rs have contributed to the upsurge,of indisci
pline amongst students and what are the shortrange and 
long range measures which should be taken to improve the 
situation ? 

The chief factors are : 

I. 

II. 

( i) Irresponsible behaviour of the elders. 

(ii) Unemployment among the educated. 

(iii) Lack of respect for the teaching profession 
in the society. 

( i) Large Classes - Poor teacher-student contact. 

(ii) Poor teaching techniques of teachers. 

(iii) Examination system. 

(iv) Heavy syllabus with out-of-date topics. 

Suggested Measures : 

I. ( i) The members of the highest bodies (like 
Parliament, Legislatures, etc.) of the land 
should be controlled by reason rather than 
by emotions, should respect the law of the 
land, should adopt peaceful policies in 
place of violent or non-violent agitations 
to resolve national problems and should 
set examples (by their preaching and practice) 
worthy of emulation. Political parties 
should not appeal to students and teachers. 
Professional politicians should not preside 
over the destinees of Educational Institu
tions and Ministries of Education. 

(ii) More and more employment opportunities should 
be created for the school-educated class, 
Government should not insist on a degree 
for clerical posts (and their promotions) 
and for other posts which do not require 
specialization in Arts or Science. Even 
for I.A.s., I.F.s., I.P.S., etc. the 
minimum educational qualifications need be 
Inter Arts, Inter Science 0r the equivalent 
while an extensive and intensive training 
course is given after selection through 
examinations. 
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Improve the salaries of teachers; introduc·e 
pension and insurance schemes; give house-rent 
and city allowances; make free the earnings of 
teachers from Income Tax and professional Tax. 
A college lecturer should receive the same 
benefits as those of an I.A.S. Officer. 

( i) The number of students in a University class or 
College class should be less than SIXTY 
(60). 

(ii) Selection of teachers should be based on

(1) First Class academic qualifications 
(2) Aptitude for teaching AND 
(3) Personality 

Selected candidates should be given a course 
in teaching methods and Psychology. 

(iii) The assessment of the all-round attainment 
of a student should be based on the follow
ing : 

(1) University Examinations 
(2) College Examinations 
(3) Tutorials, Seminars and Laboratory work. 
(4) Sports or N.c.c. 

These four should be given equal importance. 

( iv) Sy~labu.s must be simplified removing 
out-of-date and irrelevant topics and 
including current topics. For example, the 
First Year o~ Pre-degree Algebra should 
contain a brief chapter on Modern Abstract 
Algebra. At the end of every two-year 
period the syllabus should be reviewed, 
renovated and modernized by a team of young 
teachers. 
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Gen~ 

1. 
and the 
college 
help to 

A large number of new Universities have come up 
common man can hope to send his ward to a 
affiliated to a University and get monetary 
a certain extent from the Government. 

However one also observes not much increase in 
the number of schools which are now terribly over
crowded;deteriorating in the standard of education; un
desirable language controversies and confusion over the 
medium of instruction in the university and half-hearted 
Government policies regarding the status of the English 
and Hindi languages in the colleges and in the 
universities. 

9. Every school and college be encouraged to 
organise and hold student leadership camps at least once 
a year on a small case as '"'ilson College has been doing 
for the ~ast eight years. Government should ~ive 
financial support freely to such projects. 

11. We must Cas we have been doing) teach our 
students to develop in them love of mannal work and love 
of intensive study at school and college. 1.Ve must 
teach them to live a simple life and be good and helpful 
neighbours. They must be taught to feel justly proud 
of their village, town and their country. 

13. Primary education • 4 years • 
Middle school • 3 years • 
High .School . 4 years • 
Colle~e(University 
deg:!:'ee course) • 4 years • • 

Highet Edu~~tion 

1. The school curriculum should be prepared by 
the university bodies,so ~.to qualify a student 
to take the school Leaving Certificate Examination and 
enable him to enter the University for a degree course. 

7. In establishing a new University a foreign 
pattern is usually copied mechanically. This must be 
avoided. 

4. Courses of study should be periodically 
revised.· New courses should be introduced. Every 
college or institution should have a large library, a 
museum and a general .Science laboratory in addition to 
normal subject-wise laboratories. Senior members of 
the staff should get good facilities for research. 
This means substantial assistance from the Government. 

8. I agree with the vie\.r of selecting a veu t~ 
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(i.e. only one in a StPte,)institutions as autonomous 
colleges. Such institutions should have freedom to 
formulate their own courses, hold the examinations and 
award their own degrees. These degrees should be 
recognised by the Government and by all other universities 
in the country. · 

14. A met~od of selection should be adopted while 
admitting students to the First Year Course of a 
university or college. Those who show high aptitude and 
brilliance should be Permitted to take up the honours 
course of the special subject course. The average ones 
and near average should be admitted to a course in 
"General Education11 or a technical diploma course. 

13. Classes should be small. There should be a 
sufficient number of tutors in addition to the normal 
strength of the teeching staff. students should be made 
to develop library habits in them. Extra-curricular 
activities should not be neglected. 

17. Senior members of the staff in affiliated 
colleges (at least 4 in a college) should be given full 
facilities for research in their college laborRt~r,y. 
Their work load of teaching in the college may be 
suitably adjusted and the Government (Central) should 
provide equipment and annual grant to the college for 
this purpose. The college should be enabled to have at 
its disposal a separate reserve fund for Research only 
and this_should be provided or largely aided by the 
Central Government - younger teachers should be given 
study leave and should get an opportunity of spending 
6 to 9 months abroa~ for study and or research purposes -
This idea may be given effect for the next five years in 
the first instance. 

26. Higher education should not be in the 
concurrent list. 
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Q.5. 

I. GENERAL 

Having only worked in India for just over nine years, it 
is difficult to say if there is or is not an established 
trend for the worse in Indian education. But assuming 
for the moment there is such a trend, then a possible 
cause is the sense of educational rush impressed on child
ren both by institutions and by parents. This is parti
cularly true of English medium schools in large towns. 
Because some children can be taught to form letters at 
less than four years of age b~fore there is any ability 
to read, all are expected to be proficient in this, and 
the child who is slow in developing the necessary muscular 
coordination is made to feel a failure right from the 
start. The assumption that all children must conform 
to a rigidly defined standard and the feeling that sure 
sign of success is to get on as fast as possible leads 
students by the time they get to University level to take 
every short cut possible. Thus time spent gaining a 
personal understanding of a subject is felt to be wasted 
if the same marks can be gained in an examination by a 
last minute effort of rote memory. 

What is required is a more flexible system of promotion 
in schools, and an effort to impress on teachers in 
training that children do differ and cannot all be 
forced into an identical mould. 

III. HIGHER EDUCATION 

Q.lO Any effort at raising the standard of the B.A. and B.Sc. 
degrees is bound to meet a vast number of difficulties. 
But a way out is offered in th~ present tendency to 
treat the master's degree for many purposes as.a first 
degree. What is needed to complete the process is to 
create a new degree to follow the master's degree which 
would be properly post-graduate in nature. At the same 
time a start should be made to move the present first 
two years of the degree course into the schools. This 
should be done gradually, not by abolishing the present 
Intermediate years in Colleges, but by instituting an 
examination in the schools which would come after the 
s.s.L.C. This examination would carry exemption from the 
intermediate examination of the University and would be 
so set as to give maximum weight to the student's ability 
to think for himself. In order to ~ualify to send up 
candidates for such an examination schools would have to 
comply with high standards of staff and laboratory faci
lities. They would also have to keep the numbers in a 
class below 20. For many years the majority of students 
entering the senior years of the university would be from 
the normal Intermediat~ classes, but a start would have 
been made, and an increasing number of really adequately 
equipped graduates added to the nation's resources. 

It will be seen that the process advocated is 
similar to the revaluation of the French Franc. 
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It is observed that there is a greater demand 
from ~he public since the last few years. I feel that 
this ~s the result of other socio-economic problems which 
w~ are facing. It is but natural - And this is a healthy 
s7gn that every individual should expect to improve 
h~s prospect and the most obvious way in which he can 
achieve this at present is by having higher education. 
In many cases the students have neither-practical nor 
academic interests in the subjects which they study.· 
This flm-.r of students to the Colleges will continue so 
long as there are not enough avenues for them~ It is 
definitely a good sign that average students are turning 
to the polytechnics and such first class institutions 
where by learning a trade they would be in a position 
to make a better living. It cannot be denied that the 
posts of responsibility either in Government services or 
in privAte companies are mostly occupied by graduates. 
The wide disparities in the incomes of the graduates and 
the non-graduates naturally makes each one feel to become 
a graduate. This being the case the very purpose of the 
higher education is not being served. Higher education is 
not merely to have an accumulation of knowledge but to 
make a critical and comparative study. Most of the 
students are unsuited for this at present. It is difficult 
to weed out the unsuitables in the beginning and the 
only way to restrict the admissions is to fix a minimum 
percentage, say ~o per cent, at the time of entering the 
College. 

This creates another problem that once a student 
has scored less than this minimum in his secondary 
examination, he loses all the chances to have higher 
education. This situation will lead to desPair. If we 
resttict our admissions, then the only way to give him 
a chance is to allow him at the secondary examination once 
more~ This will increase the administrative burden but 
it will be wort.h that provided not more than two such 
chances are given. It-will greatly decrease the number 
of unsuitable students in the colleg€s and will 
indirectly help the standard of edvcation. 

L~ z:g,e.Jl11IDJ2.~-2.Lki1.m 

It is natural that with the present system of 
admissions where many undeserving students get the 
admission to the colleges, we should expect a large 
number of failures. In many cases it is found that 
students do not join of their own, but under .the pressure 
of their parents. It is impossible to expect any good 
results from such students. The standards of teaching are 
lowered due to the presence of disinterested students: 
There is no reason to be alarmed at very large number 
of fAilures in the present circumstances. However, it 
has to be admitted that it is a tremendous waste. Such a 
waste would be stopped if the admissions are restricted 
to deserving, mature and conscentious students. 

contd .2. 
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Standard_of Teaching and Examinations 

I do not feel that the standards of teaching have 
materially fallen down at all its stages. Perhaps the 
primary education may be some exception to this. I am 
making this statement not on any solid grounds but because 
of some comments which when I had visited some villages. 
I was told that while selecting the primary teachers, 
preference was given to scheduled castes, and these are 
unable to impart the right kind of education. I personall~ 
feel that if such preferenc·s are given on the basis of 
castes, especially in the field of-education, it is a wrong 
policy. 

But at the same time I feel that our examination 
standards have fallen down to a certain extent. This does 
not mean that the questions are of a lower standard. 
But the examinations on the whole have become more lenient 
The options ,_..rhich are given allow the students to omit 
certain studies altogether. There are only four questions 
to be writtenout of say six and in these four questions 
there are again the internal options. I had once worked ot 
that a student possessing 1~~ knowledge can score 33~ 
required to pass. All these options must be cowpletely 
eliminated upto the degree standard. This alone can 
improve the standard of examinations. If we ask to answer 
any four out of the given six, naturally the six questions 
are of the same standard. 1N'e cannot ask anything more 
difficult or less. This creates guess-work as to what 
would not be asked in the examination and its study is 
completely omitted. If there is no option, anything could 
be asked. The present system of options has encouraged to 
prepare for the expected questions. Perhaps by asking 
more pointed questions we may be able to judge the 
knowledge of the students in the science subjects in a 
better manner; but that does not seem possible in case of 
arts. The only way by which we can make improvement is 
to cut down the option. 

-Medium of._lus.U.uc.tion fn.r.. higher edncation 

There has been a 
subject in recent months
medium of instruction upto 
mother-tongue. 

lot of discussion on this 
I nersonally feel that the 
the degre0 level should be the 

If we think in terms of a long range say-~fter 
fifty years, I do not see any reason why a student 
passing secondary examinatton should compulsorily know 
En~lish. The study of English and the teaching of the 
subjects through·· English has been a great strain on the 
students and I do not think its knowledge is at all 
necessary at the school level. It may just be an 
optional subject. I also do not feel that our standards 
will go down if we · switch m.rer· to· the mother-tong1.1e. 
It is~our experience thatthey can understand new ideas far 
better in their mother-tongue than in a foreign language. 
The knowledge upto the degree standard can surely be 
imparted to-the degree standard. The knowledge of English 
is however necessary for a post-graduate student. 
Its study may be started at the College level.· The 
students who will take post-graduate studies will be only 
a few in number. Is it advisable to tax all the students 
by making the study of English a compulsory one for the 
sake of these only? I do not feel that there would be 
fall in standards m6rely because of the change of medium. 

· contd .3. 
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The greatest problem is of the change-over. 
It is not quite easy to switch over all at once. 
A planned and positive effort to change over has to be 
made. At the national level it may be changed over 
from English to Eindi and at the State level from En~lish 
to the mother-tongue. It is not necessary to have Hindi 
as the medium of instruction at the Hirher.level. Hindi is 
already a compulsory language at the school level and that 
knowledge is enough to bring about a national integration. 
Hindi will do well to serve as a common link language but 
in the presentcircumstances it cannot replace English 
altogether. 
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Q•1 

Q,5 

III : HIGHER EDUCATION 
I ' . !i 

What role can the universities play in improving education 
at the school stage 1 

The only role the universities can play in improv
ing education at the school stage is that of 
providing good teachers and that of refus~ng to 
admit third-rate students who may secure a Ist 
grade at the s.s.c. or equivalent examination. 

Ther·e is at present a severe pressure of inadequately 
prepared students on admissions· to the universities. 
What are the causes of this pressure and what measures 
would you recommend to respond to this pressure 1 

I think the first part of the question is not a 
question but a statement, in which it is 
accepted that the students seeking admission are 
inadequately prepared. 

The pressure results from the simple fact that 
many people believe that a university degree 
(and not education) will help a person to get a 
better job, a better status, and better pay. 
These people also believe that once a person gets 
admission in a college, after 4 years (in the 
University of Bombay) the student automatically 
gets a degree. Surprisingly, many students get 
the degrees very easily, without studying, without 
any hard work. This has helped to strengthen 
the belief. · . 
A practical measure that I would recommend is to 
see that the admission to the universities is 
str!ctly selective and that an inadequately 
prepared student will never be admitted to any 
University even if the student brings a note from 
a Rajyapal or the Rashtrapati. 

Another measure would be to ensure that only 
those students who pave gained thorough knowledge 
of the chosen subjects and who have eompleted 
their education should get a deiree, ~ery9ne 
~uet be given to understand that to get the 
degfe~ one has to study anq t9 work hard 
intelligently, anQ. tpat one doe~ not get a 
degree ~Y securing an adm!ssion to a c0llege and 
by spending 4 years in that college. : 
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Hi~h~~ Educati~ 

~. The Secondary School Certificate Examination 
should provide uniform standard for the studm t for 
admission into the College irrespective of his 
joining Arts or Science course. 

The technical courses after s.s.c. are just 
not enought, So the student continues to come to 
the College to keep goining until he can find a job. 

B. NatiQQal Sy~tem of Ed~catlgu 

9. (1) There should be a common script for all the 
national languages. ftn attempt to study the other 
regional language will possibly be easy. 

(2) Hindi being indigenous be accented as a 
link language by all of us.- The educated people are 
not able to impart effectively their knowledge of 
technology and Science to the common man. They appear 
to be a separ~te cl~ss. It is like an English lable 
on a medicine bottle for a person, who can read and 
write only some indigenous language, and has to drink 
the medicine from the same bottle. 

(3) The study of History should be so formulated 
that it will give a real stimulus to the feeling that 
we are one nation. 
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Q.5 

'Q.13 

HIGHER EDUCATION 

There is at present a severe pressure of inadequately 
prepared students, on ad~issions to the Universities. 
What are the causes of this pressure and what measures 
would you recommend to respond to this pressure ? 

This pressure is due to the fact that there is a 
keen competition for any post, whether it be remunerative 
or otherwise. What is worse is that when selection is 
made for a post it is usually a person with higher quali
fication who is selected, whether such a qualification 
is necessary for the post or not. For example if a s.s.c. 
an Inter Arts and a B.A. pass persons apply for the post 
of a filing clerk or even a peon, the trend is to choose 
the graduate even though-the one with the s.s.c. degree 
could easily do this work where-as the knowledge of the 
graduate is wasted on a po~t like this. 

One thing which can possibly be done to reduce 
this unnecessary pressure, would be to reserve such posts 
(which do not require a high academic qualification)-for 
the lower qualified groups only; and disc< wage and 
disqualify those with a higher qualifications. If people 
were sure that they could get some work (which would keep 
them from starvation) without further study and that the 
competition they would have to face would be only of those 
of his own educational level (because those with higher 
educational qualificaticns would not be considered for the 
post) then those who are not really interested in the 
further pursuit of knowledge and also those without apti
tude or brains for that type of study, would most probably 
drop out. 

Besides this when the students are about to finish 
their schooling, they should be properly guided as to the 
number of courses or the type of work they could take up 
and succeed in without going to the colleges or having 
University degrees, since then the University degree 
would not be a necessity for, their existence. Much of the 
rush on the universities is also because many students 
don't know what else to do after passing the s.s.c., if 
not joining a college. 

HIGHER EDUCATION : 

What measures would you suggest to improve the facilities, 
teaching methods and conditions of work in Universities 
and colleges ? 

If possible the new universities that come up, shoulc 
be residential ones, so that the student and teachers, as 
well as students coming from different parts are thrown morE 
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together and learn m be helpful as. well as independent. 
The universities and colleges should have their own 
projectors, amplifiers, vari0us models etc., and a good 
hall or auditortum where debates and discussions could 
be conducted. 

Short training courses c0uld be held for teachers, 
from time to time, where various experienced teachers and 
others in the teaching profession- could bring to their 
notice, the various methods tried out in the teaching of 
different subjects and with what success. New methods 
could also be suggested and discussed. 

The teachers should be given sufficient time and 
equipment to carry out their own research work and 
preparation for lectures. Also the teacher should be 
made to feel quite free to try out various methods of 
teaching without interference or objections, or the 
fear of losing his job. ~poon feeding, the dictation 
of notes etc., should be stopped. 

Residential accommodation close to the place of 
work would be very helpful to the teachers as well as the 
students, - in the case of non-residential universities 
and colleges. 

Q.19 HIGHER EDUCATION : 

What measures.should be taken to ensure the recruiting, 
retention and continued improvement of competent teaching 
and research staff in the universities ? 

If the teachers were better paid and had some 
security (which would do away with constant worry and 
fear of having their daily bread taken away from them 
if they did not please the authorities), if they were 
given sufficient respect - I mean respect to their views 
and ideas - and not treated like paid servants as in 
other jobs, then we could attract more of the intelligent 
and interested people to take up the teaching profession. 
With greater numbers wanting to take up this profession 
we could have a better selection, which would mean that 
only the really efficient people would be teachers. By 
saying that we would select the best people, I do not 
mean merely scholars, but I mean those who are refined 
and have an all round knowledge of life ethics etc. We 
should choose as teachers those who could teach the 
future generation not only the (academic) subject that 
they are supposed to teach, but also refineness and the 
values of certain traits like honesty and integrity and 
that too not only theoretically by just class-room 
lectures but also practically by their own example. This 
I am sure would go a long way to producing a really 
educated people. 

Together with the above mentioned facilities if 
a teacher who so desired, could be given the equipment 
and facility - less teaching load, etc. - to do his own 
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research work, it should not be difficult to retain good 
teachers. One more thing that would help in their reten
tion would be as little of interference and dictation, 
from the higher authorities as possible. 

As many teachers as possible should be encouraged 
to take up research and by means of discussions and paper 
reading, from time to time, all should be kept informed 
and interested in the research going on around them. There 
should be no restrictions as regards the time of the day 
(or night) when their research is to be carried on - as 
long as it does not clash regularly with their dai~y 
teaching duties. 

How should the system of examinations at the University 
stage be improved? 

The aim of a university examination should be to 
find out students who have the capacity to think and act 
independently and who can face and tackle problems on 
their own whether in their own subject or otherwise, in 
contrast to others who are merely book-worms and don't 
know a thing which is not to be found in their prescribed 
text books, nor can think a thought which has not been 
put forward by someone else. 

Hence asking the same type of questions year after 
year should be stopped and new types or forms of questions
even for the same topics - should be asked. The type of 
question paper for this year should be different from 
those of the previous years, Besides this about ?0 to 75 % 
of the questions could be from the prescribed course, where
as the other 25 to 30 % should be from portions allied to 
what has been-done in the class during the year, but not 
actually from the prescribed course. The so-called direct 
questions should be avoided as far as possible. 

Besides the yearly examinations there should be 
surprise tests, every month or two months and marks should 
also be alloted for daily work; and the student should be 
judged on the combined results of all these. The percentage 
for passing, atleast for the higher examinations like B.A., 
M.A., or B~Sc. and M.Sc., should be not less than 50% 
and that for other professional courses like Medicine 
should be even higher. 

Lastly all examiners for the annual examinations, 
atleast, should be external and should have no connections 
with the colleges whose students they are going to · 
examine. 
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Sec. III 
Q.l5. 

~ors con_tJ:tbutin_g_t<?_ the pre@~nt indiscipline along 
students and measures recommended to improve the s tuaticn: 

I heartily endorse the views expressed by Dr. K.G. 
Saiytdain in the section of his paper dev0ted to student 
indiscipline. TCI what he has said I w0uld like to add 
the following : 

1. Our University students are indisciplined because 
they have no sense Qf worth. They are generally 
treated as if they were of little consequence and 
they rebel. They are hardly ever trained to 
c0nduct themselves as educated men and women of a 
democracy. They are expected to knew this. 

I suggest therefore that channels of communication 
between students and the University authorities 
be imp~oved so that students feel that their 
opinions matter. There eould be a Liason Office 
at university level where students could directly 
record their grievances or suggestions. Thr0ugh 
this office arrangements could be made f0r them to 
meet, in small gr0ups or individually, with a 
specially trained University official who would 
be sympathetic to them and explain the stand taken 
by the university in the matters that c0ncern them. 

An alternative may be to have a suggestion box in. 
each College. Periodically the Student Council 
or its equivalent may go thr0ugh the suggestions 
c0ntained therein, and after sifting them forward 
to the Principal. The Principal may send a memo
randum containing these suggesti0ns to the 
University for action while he may himself 
implement those suggestions pertaining to his 
college. Suggestions that are impra~tical can 
be taken up for discussion between the Student's 
Council and the Principal; and later in an indi
vidual discussion between a representative of the 
students council and the author of the suggestion. 
Through such discussions an informal training in 
responsible democratic living can be given. 

2. Students bec0me indisciplined out of sheer 
rebellion against authoritative elders. In 
order to make them realise that discipline is 
not necessarily imposed by authoritative elders, 
but that 1 t is als0 desired by their 0wn peers, 
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ttWT'r:> can be a special body at the University 
that examines cases o~ student indiscipline. 
It may be called tha Student Discipline Committee 
and may be constituted of teachers and students. 
It can sP-nd its findings and recommendations to 
the au";l1orities concerned, whether it be Principal 
of indiv:i.dual colleges or the University, for . 
final implementaUon. 

3. Indisciplined behaviour has often been occasioned 
by pent-t.:p youthful energies. Several students 
have nothing better to do of an evening than stand 
on street corners indulging in idle talk or 
casually drop in on political meetings. Such 
activities provide them 'vi th the recognition 
they need. This could be prevented by establishing 
recreation centres and reading rooms for University 
students, area-wise. These centres could be the 
responsibility of the University and arrangements 
could be made to staff them with suitable youth 
leaders, cultural instructors, counsellors, etc. 
These centres could be kept open during the normal 
leisure hours of students - evenings, Sundays, 
public hclidays. With gocd programmes, they can 
lure students away from the unhealthy influence 
of cinemas, restaurants and street-corner meetings. 

4. Students may not easily get into the clutches of 
political agitators if they are apprised early in 
their college careers of ho"' these groups connive 
to wj_n the sympathies of students and then make 
scapegoats of them. 

Q.20 Orientation of training fo~ junior teachers : 
-I agree with the view that there should be a 

programme of orientation of tralning for junior teachers. 
I have often heard it supported by students and junior 
teachers. From my personal experience I can say that it 
is most d iff~.cul t tc enh~r a profession without having 
some basic skills fo~ it. Nearly every profession 
requires the learning of such skills, either on the job 
or before u:.1de~taking it. \vhy should university teachers 
not feel the ~1eed of training facilities ? I have found 
several university teachers lacking in the knowledge of 
Educational Psychology, Adolescent Psychology and 
Hethods of Teaching. 

Hay I suggest that a panel of Consultant Teachers 
be appointed by the University. It ·should be possible 
for junior teachers to approach any consultant of their 
choice for a consultation on the problems they face in 
teaching. In fact, th:'.s panel may be the very one 
resptnstble for organising the programme of training. 
The advantage of such a panel of consultants is that 
junicr teachers would approach them more spontaneously 
than they woulcJ. heads of departments in their individual 
colleges. Ot c.:m:;::=:e; the consultants chosen should be 
such as uc-u.ld ne~:er jeopardise the position of a junior 
teacher by expcs].ng h~.s deficiencies to his employers. 
A similar scheme oi' :'Supervision of beginners" exists in 
the SociEtl Work profcss1.ou and is of great value in 
helping its ~Hmbers to grow profeosionally. 
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1. It is extremely difficult to hold 20 par~··des 
per term. :l'his is even more difficult during the 
second term, when ther.e are other college activities 
and public holidays. It is suggested that there 
should be 20 parades during the first term and 
1~ parades in the second term. 

2. At the Inter-University Boprd Meeting 
(Ref. The Cadet. January 196~ pp.73-79) many 
Vice-Chancellors recommended that cadets must 
attend 2 Camps during 3 years• training. It may 
be stated here that Inter flcience students are 
reluctant to attend Camps, in view of the importance 
of their University examination. It is submitted that 
Camp should not be compulsory in the second year of 
training. In other words, there should be only 
one camp. 

3. NCC Officers should be given clerical 
assistance, a~ has been stipulPted in the rules. 

4. Cadets should not be called out for special 
parades, when it interferes with lec~ures in College. 


